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onvoy departs

The SNS Team, Ian Younger, Michael Barron, Stephen Bax, ofT to Romania.

by Neil Rafferty

THE

BOOKS

FOR

establishing close links between
with Romanian students and
hopefully setting up an exchange
programme.
Team Leader Ian Younger
pointed out that "cultural contacts
are just as important in rebuilding
Romania as material help".

Romania convoy began its
journey to Bucharest on
,Monday, with three Edinburgh University students
The trio had great difficulty in
among its ranks.
finding transport and funding for
The
windswept
Castle
Esplanade was the departure
point for the fourteen vehicles.
The fully laden trucks and vans
were carrying essential medical
supplies for the Romanian people
and thousands of books to help
the
University
of·
:restock
Bucharest Library.
The three Edinburgh Students
who are helping with the Convoy,
Ian Younger, Stephen Bax and
Michael Barron are all staff members of Student, and in addition to .distributing -.a~<!, they - will be
r

their journey. They had initially
written away to over one hundred
companies asking for sponsorship
but were unsuccessful with every
correspondence. It was not until
the University were able to find a
truck that the trip seemed to have
any chance of going ahead.
Michael Barron, manager of
the Student News Service, said
that he was· "dissappointed in the
citizens of Edinburgh" for not
being more responsive to their
·appeal for help, but he was
nonetheless "very gi-ateful to the
University" and was "looking for- -

ward to the opportunity of a
lifetime".

Photo:lan Southern
The journey is expected to take
four days, with one overnight stop
in Dover and then another in
Budapest before pressing on to
the Romanian capital. The Student News Service team are planning to spend a week in Romania
helping with aid distribution
before returning to Edinburgh on
March 3rd.

stantial help, but those goods will
run out sooner rather than later,
so it is imperative that people con. tinue to do all they can."

Ian Younger, the Editor-inChief of the SNS, expressed his
gratitude to the University and
Meanwhile the three man SNS
added, "they had very short notice
team will find Romania in conof the trip but they responded
tinuing turmoil when they eventumarvellously. In just two days
ally arrive. Last week government
they found and serviced the van
buildings were stormed by people ·
and offered us all kinds of assis·objecting to the National Salvatance. Now all we have to do is
As well as the three articulatel tion Front, Romania's interimdrive it their and back".
.lorries, including one donated by administration. The protesters
convoy was given an offi- the Post Office, and the collection ·claim that the Front is still full of
cial send off by District Council of smaller trucks there were two figures who are too closely conLeader Mark Lazarowicz and the coach loads of volunteers, many nected with the old Ceausescu
Romananian Rugby player Chris- of whom were dressed in the kilt. regime. On Monday night how- .
organiser
Kevin ever thousands of miners from
tian Raducanu. They wished the Convoy
Romania
marched
convoy good luck as the one Earnshaw had encouraged this in Eastern
o'clock gun sounded over the city the hope that it would bring some . through central Bucharest in supand the Bunitisland Pipe Band colour to the streets of Bucharest. port of the Salvation Front. President Ion Ilescu warned anti-govadded its own rousing farewell.
Mr Earnshaw w~s keen to ernment protesters that further
They will accompany the supplies . encourage people to continue the demonstration against the govand then pipe the convoy across appeal for Romania saying "we ernment of the kind which took
the Romanian border, before giv- have amassed supplies in such · place last week would be dealt
quantity that we can provide sub- · with "severely".
ing a concert in Bucharest
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Loans Demos Flop
by Steve Martin

LAST
week's
loans
demonstrations were marked
by limited attendancies and
lower than usual press cover.age, suggesting that interest
'in, and active opposition to,.
the scheme is in decline.
Estimates on the size of last
Thursday's NUS march from London's Battersea Bridge to Hyde
Park ran from 20,000 to 25,000,
way below predictions that the
national demonstration would
number 70,000. But Mr Tim
Warner, NUS Press Officer, said
the Union was pleased with the
turnout and believed the action to
have been successful in reminding
MPs of opposition to the loans
bill; which received its third reading in the Commons that evening.
He added that the march and
rally, the speakers at which
included Scottish NUS President
Donna MacKinnon, her nationwide counterpart, . Maeve Sherlock, and ANC spokesman
Dennis Goldberg, received coverage in three out of the four

ity' newspapers and on most tele- the fact that the Union had given
vision and radio networks.
backing to last Wednesday's East"
However, EUSA Secretary of Scotland NUS march in Edin-.
Martin Quinn :questioned the • burgh, but ac.c epted that the level
beneficial nature of the coverage; . of support for this had been very
muchofwhichcentredaroundthe "disappointing". Just 200 EdinarTest of nine Socialist Worker burgh students joined the protest.
Party supporters for sitting down
He also pointed out that an
and 'obstructing the highway' in EUSA organised anti-loans press
Knightsbridge, central London. conference, held on Monday 12th
He suggested that this gave stu- February, had attracted widedents a "negative image" and spreao positive media coverage,
hardly helped build up public sup- with for example, the Glasgow
port.
Herald and the Evening News
Edinburgh involvement in the printing half-page features.
action was limited to four
Meanwhile, the loans bill is
coachloads of Heriot-Watt stu-' progressing smoothly through
dents, many of whom, acc0rding Parliament, and a last ditch
to Union President Paul Reilly, attempt by Labour and SNP MPs
were
attending their
first to have Scotland excluded from
demonstration. He described the scheme was easily defeated.
Thursday's march as a "great sue- They claimed that loans would.
cess", and expressed surprise at' encourage students to stay south
the EUSA decision not to build of the border, so as to incur only
for the event by, for example, three years debt , leading to the
organising subsidised transport.
certain closure of at least one
Speaking to Student on Mon- Scottish institute of higher educaday, Martin Quinn defended the tion.
decision and pointed to the turnThe last chance to prevent the
out as proof of EUSA's opinion bill becoming law will come in two
that the London demonstration weeks time , when the House of
was "not the most constructive Lords will · the proposals their The demo in Edinburgh last Wednesday.·
of action" . But he stressed third

CARP answers back
by Craig Williams

"THE

Moon in 1964, and is regarded by
many as a recruiting agency for
the Moony religion.

CONTROVERSY
surrounding the Unification
"our aims are not identicai to
Church is not justified, news- the Unification Church, and you
papers portray a stereotypi- do not have to be a member of the
cal image of the movement." Churc~ to join."
This was the message given
According to Mr Gardiner, the
by Lance Gardiner, a post- aims of CARP are to "let students
graduate student and area have a look at the values that
leader of CARP, a student underpin our society" and "regroup believed to be a search into a harmonious and
.recruiting body for the con- ethical approach to the world."
The function of the Edinburgh
troversial
Vilification
group is to discuss topical issues,
. Church:
with a mind to "moving towards
In an interview with Student, looking at values and not simply
Mr Gardiner responded to the accept the materialist nature of
recent decision of the Post modern society." The group,
Graduate Students Union not to which consists of about twelve
allow the group to continue meet- members, had met five times
ing in a Union building, as before their connection with the
reported in Student a fortnight Moonies was discovered, and
ago. Since that report, the PGSU action taken against them.
has decided to ban CARP (the
"I half expected the treatment
Collegiate
Association
of
Research Principles) from operat- we have received, given the controversy associated with the Unifi. ing at th~. University altogether.
CARP was set up by the Rev. cation Church. It is no secret that

CARP is linked with Rev Moon.
However, people do often act
very hysterically in these situations."
The decision to ban CARP
from using PGSU premises was
taken on Monday 12th February,
at a committee meeting not
attended by any representatives
of the group in question.
Although he commended PGSU
President Mr Robin Lickley for
his "fairness" in the matter, Mr
Gardiner felt that the Union had
allowed themselves to be pressurised by media reaction and the
"negative image" of the Moonies.
"Many
people
have
a
stereotyped image of CARP. This
is not helped by media hysteria."
Commenting upon the previous
article in Student, he said the article was "on the whole fair,"
although the headline 'Moonies
Threat To Students' was "excessively negative."
The question of whether.CARP
should be allowed to operate at
·the University will be raised again
at the PGSU General Meeting
later this term. A motion has been

submitted calling for the right to
continue as a group using PGSU
facilities for future meetings.
Mr Gardiner is confident that
CARP shall win support for the
motion. "As an undergraduate at
Oxford, we had to resort to similar measures, and the motion won
there. I feel confident that the students will see this as an issue of
free speech."
Although meetings of CARP
will continue in private, Mr Gardiner feels the use of PGSU premises makes them more accessible to other students, and can
therefore help them to expand
·
their numbers.
Denying any allegations of
religious fanaticism, Mr Gardiner
concluded "fundamentalist Christians make people feel alienated.
We help people to understand
their situation without judging
them in any way."
At the moment however,
CARP must accept their present
situation, and await the outcome
of the forthcoming General Meeting.

Younger and Kent debate Nato
by Conal Urquhart

THc"NEW Senate Room
in the Old College played
host to G. younger' Martin
O'Ndll,Bruce Kent and
Field Marshall Sir Nigel Bagnail last Friday to debate the
motion "In view ofthe events
in Eastern Europe,Britain's
nuclear Weapons · policy is
now redundant." It will be
broadcast on Radio 4 on Sunday 25th February.
The star studded cast was
supplemented by two stu-

de.nts,both members of the
Debates Committee,Roddy Morrisson and Gerry Corish. It was
chaired by Brian Redhead,presenter of 'Today' on Radio 4.who
punctuated the proceedings with a
few gems _from his ranging collec.. tion of anecdotes.
The motion was proposed by
the Heriot-Watt educated Martin
O'Neill MP Labour Defence
Spokes~an who welcomed · the
emancipation ofEastern ·E urope.
He went on to attack the Nato
Strategy of . 'flexible response'
which essentially entails a Nuclear
response to a Warsaw Pact conventional attack. Mr O'Neill
made the point that the Soviet
· Union was in no position to

launch any sort o( attack,her
troops would riot be welcome in
Eastern Europe.
George
Younger MP,the
former
Defence
Secretary
responded by agreeing with Martin O'Neill's approval of the Eastem European changes, describing
them as "marvellous". Disarmament would have meant the
changes would never have occurred. Nato needed nuclear
weapons because of the imba- lance in conventional forces which
was a major cause of war in the
past ..
Roddy Morrisson for the proposition mocked Britain's pretensions at World Power and poured
5corn on Mr Younger's belief in

,.
Whoto: Hugh Pinney

GM
MOTIONS
Compiled by Sarah Holloway

Eleven motions will be presented at tonight's
GM.
Here, we list a selection of
the motions upJor debate.
A 16 point motion wilt be
presented on respect for the
environment. The motion
consists of both very specific
recommendations to the University on stocking recycled
and
environment-friendly
products, and providing
recycling facilities, as well as
a more general demand for
an examination of green
issues by EUSA, and the
application of the results to
its policies,. wherever possible.
A .JTIOtion will be prewhich proposes an
opposition to the redundancies among Pollock Halls'
domestic staff likely to result
from the current time and
motion study taking place
there. Support of any strike
action taken by the domes tics
will be recommended, as will
solidarity action, such as a
rent strike, by students.

nuclear bombs "because they kill
more people to ffie pound". He
·concluded by describing the world
as a safer place where militarism
was outdated.
For
the opposition Corish
An anti-racism motion
described the world as "instable"
will
advise
EUSA to implewhereas during the Cold War it
ment
an
Equal
Opportunities
was at least stable and that a nuclear capability was needed more policy and to acknowledge in
than ever ,especially bearing in the Overseas Student Handmind the proliferation of nuclear book that there is a problem
powers.
of racial discrimination.
Points from the floor included
that the Eastern Europeans were
A motion will be put forstill just as nasty as they used to be ward nominating Nelson
and that nuclear t~chnology will
Mandela as Honorary Presinever disappear.
dent
of Edinburgh University
·The motion was carried by
Students' Association.
85 votes to 65.
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Library set
for ·shake-up
by zoe Pagnamenta

upper floors, with the view to the
eventual conversion of the 2nd
floor Reading Room into the library reference section. The
Major changes are planned Reserve Section of the Reading
for the reorganisation of Room and the ordinary main hall
books, study space and the lending service will be housed and
lending systeFn, at the univer- _ staffed fogether . on the ground
. l"b
. G eorge Square. floor
s1ty
1 rary m
Th·.
·
·
h
;
IS commg summer some 60 Already m process, t e prop- 70 000 open shelf Reading Room
osed changes will affect all bo~ks are to be transferred to the
floors, particularly the 2nd 3rd, 4th and 5th floors, accordingfloor Reading Room.
to subject. They will not be integThe main library has been rated with the normal stacks but
under an increasing amount of will be kept in a separate area,
pressure in recent years, owing to rather like 1miniature faculty liblack of funds. University-wide raries. Curtently not removabele
cuts and the recommendations of from the building at all, these prethe university funding council viously open ·shelf Reading Room
have meant reductions in the books will be made available on a
number of staff. The reorganisa- new 7 day loan system.
tion of the building may make
Mr Peter Freshwater, the
staffing easier.
Deputy Librarian, said that the
· Over the course of last summer· 'moves' come in response to a
books on the 2nd floor were rear- feeling that many Reading Room
ranged, and a large area previ- books are being tied down
ously given to study space and unnecessarily. The Reserve , 3
periodicals becamtj,a map section. hour loan system will remain and .
This was part of a gradual shifting books will be placed in the 3 hour
of books and study area to the or T day sections, according to

their usual demand.
The 7 day loan system could
lead to problems when books are
unavailable at essay time. There
will be no form of recall system on
these week-long-loanable books.
More books on the upper floors
could make for less desk space
and the changes may lead to a
noisier atmosphere on the 3rd to
5th floors. However, the Deputy
Librarian said that he felt the
plans could make for less noise desks will be interspersed between bookcases.
Library staff have expressed
concern at the changes - changes
which are already underway.
More time will need to be given to
the shelving of books, particularly
in the new 7 day loan sections on
the upper floors. Whereas the 2nd
Peter Fresh·water, Deputy Librarian. Photo by Louise·Yfil.wn
floor Reading Room books are
presently not too difficult to con- friendly and more il} keeping with work.
trol, once moved upstairs, over the needs of students and staff."
The new plans will certainly not
three floors, the task of keeping The implications of the plans are be able to go ahead without the
them in order may prove less man- . uncertain at present but the approval of individual departageable.
changes could pose a threat to the ments, particularly those in the
Peter Freshwater says the student - not just in terms of his Faculty of Arts, and the Library
changes are all part of an aim to ability to get at books, but in Committee, which will be meeting
make the library "more user- terms of his having a place to before the end of this term .

.University Sends
Message to Prague
by Louise Wilson

"WE ALWAYS remember
that it is in the island of Britain, the constant refuge of
freedom, that he seed of your
freedom
was
carefully
tended .. " These words are
part of a message that was to
be sent by the University of
Edinburgh to the Charles
University in Prague forty
two years ago. The message
was never sent due to the
advent of communism in
Czechoslovakia, but last
week
the
University
announced that the message
would at last be delivered.

SCOTLAND
AT THE

CROSSROADS

The words were originally to be
read out by the poet Edwin Muir,
then director of the British Institute in Prague, in celebration of
Charles University's six hundredth anniversary. But the arrival of the communists in March
1948, a month before the presentation was to take place, the then
acting
principal,
Professor
Richmond, withdrew senate support and cancelled the presentation.
Edwin Muir, however kept the
scroll, and bef~re his death i.n
1959 entrusted It to Dr. Lum1r
Soukup , a graduate of both
~r~gue and Edinburgh Universlties. He hoped that one day freedom would . be . returned to
Czechoslovakia. Smce the fall of
communism in Eastern Europe,
Dr Soukup has contacted the University and they have agreed that

the address should now be delivered.
by Jennie Morrison
Dr. Soukup himself will travel
and Sarah Qui_n n
to Prague, next month , to deliver
the speech. Thus fulfilling his
promise to Edwin Muir. Along BIRMINGHAM: The University
with the original Latin message of last week decided to remain
congratulations compiled by the affiliated to the NUS. A vote was
taken with an overwhelming
Professor of Humanities, John
Richardson, the Professor of majority in favour of the motion.
Classics, has written an updated
Also in Birmingham, some sci-'
addition.
In it Professor Richardson con- eiitific setbacks, the computers at
the Campus have been stricken
· tinues the theme of "seeds of freedown by a 'virus' which has been
dom", expressing the University's
creating havoc for the whole Unihopes that Czechoslovakia's libversity.
erty , "once preserved in these
LEICESTER: Like many· uniislands
by
brave
gtiarversities last week, Leicester is
dians ... might build and flourish in
having an AIDS Awareness Week.
peace for the everlasting benefit
To help along . their campaign,
of the human race". Barring any
more timely interruptions from . Durex has donated 1,000 condoms
- the plan is to give them out free of
dictatorial regimes, let us hope
charge at a disco next weekend.
that it will.

ALL SOCIETIES!
ARE WELCOME TO
ATTEND THE
SOCIETIES COUNCIL
GENERAL MEETING
7pm Wednesday 28th
February
in the Highland Room
at the Societies Centre.

FOR GUIDANCE
AND DIRECTION
GET

CAMPUS
TO
·CAMPUS

KINGS COLLEGE: The election for sabbaticals at Kings Col·
lege, London has run into an unexpected hitch. After the election the
baUot box was left overnight in the
cafeteria and has now mysteriously vanished into thin air. A
rather bemused election executive
has set a date for new elections to
be held in two weeks time.
WARWICK: A recent spate of
false fire alarms in the student
union has led to a reduction of Fri·
day night bar extensions and the
loss of the chance to get disability
access for the upper floors of the
union. The assistant registrar has
offered a £250 reward to anyone
who identifies the culprits of the
latest false alarm, the fourth this'
term.
ABERDEEN: Students are
thinking of new and ever more
inventive ways of paying their poll
tax. Some are writing their
cheques in Gaelic, while one stu·
dent in particular is paying by
cheques of 33 pence every two
days. The banks have objected to
this new tactic, but as it is not
strictly speaking illegal, are
una~le to prevent it.

You can take it
and ...
more! University ain't as hard as they said it was. Hell,
you're on your way to a brilliant career!
11'
I

But sometimes, when the going gets tough, and
studying gets you down, you get a hankering after
that good ol' home· cookin', and then you've just got
to run to ...

I

i
I

I

~ open seven days
food served oll day · frl If sat

ALL MOTIONS TO
ADMIN. OFFICE

.~resta~rant
I'

============~======~

tuesday-saturday 1900-2200

i~i~~~

by Wednesday 21st
February.
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THERE IS SOMETHING
FUNNY GOING ON and I
don't know what it is. "It's
the winds, it's the winds"
cries the global hunchback,
roaming restlessly, an eye
turned upwards to the turbulent skies, black clouds
streaking the moon blot and
then let peep the pale light.. J
O.K. thats enough; but
perhaps he has a point, the winds
and madness have always gone
hand in hand. "Blow winds cracl<
your cheeks" screams the loony
Lear while the jester jingles his
shoe bells and laughs and remembers what nanny used to say;
"Don't make that face, or the
wind will change and it will stay
like that". The horror of one's
eyes stuck to the ceiling of one's
head and the side of the mouth
wrapped- around one's ear is
enough to make anyone fearful of

the wind. The winds are now with
us and the madness; madness in
all four corners of the world, let us
blow with the winds for a while
and watch its effects.
In the u.s. of A. the government plans to bombard Havana
with soap operas via a barrage batloon known as 'Fat Albert'
tethered high above the Florid~
!<eys .. In retaliat~on, Fidel Castro
Is usmg a Soviet-supplied 500
kilowatt transmitter to block
American channels and put himself on the air; what a shocker to
see one minute J.R.Ewing, and
the next some bearded freak sprouting Communism and waving
an aggressive fist. T.V. Marti, the
American channel, is then dropped from the balloon and re- ·
retaliates with a media atom
bomb of Dynasty, Miami Vice,
MTV and the Superbowl. Fidel's
days are numbered unless he can
hit back with snapshots of Lenin
and Marx waving the banner

EDITORIAL
The issue of sanctions has become a political
football, lobbed between party leaders.
Student comments on the decision on Tuesday
· by the British Government to lift the voluntary
ban on Investment in South ~frica.
THE issue of sanctions against
South Africa has become a political football, kicked between party
leaders with a glib disregard for
the complexity of the arguments
for an against their imposition.

lpoint
The debate has now reached a
where it is impossible to
believe the platitudes and propaganda which each side mouths in
their defence. Indeed it is highly
unlikely whether Thatcher and
Kinnock themselves actually
believe the substance of their own
arguments. Consider; in 1984 at a
meeting of Labour's NEC, Kinnock opposed the imposition offull
scale sanctions against South
Africa, dismissing them as "gesture politics".
On the other side, it is doubtful
whether the Prime Minister is
moved more by a concern for the
poverty and unemployment which
would be suffered by black South
Africans - as she claims, than by
their detrimental effect on the
economy of this country. In short
the hypocrisy and inconsistency
invalidates the legitimacy of the
arguments from both sides.
As such, the true worth of sanctions needs to be premised on the
original reason for their imposition, namely the existence of apartheid. As the Commonwealth
heads of governments stated last
October "the justification for
sanctions was to abolish apartheid
. by bringing Pretoria to the
negotiating table and keeping it
there until the change was irreversibly secured."
The fact remains ~hat despite
the inevitable demise of apartheid
to come, the system still exists.
Moreover, Mrs Thatcher in her

•
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"everybody to their ability, every- heavenly bodies; it doesn't hapbody to their need". The Ameri- pen every day so let's hope the
can use of non-violence is impres- Argentinian authorities have a
sive, first the invasion of Cuba sense of humour and release the
with T.V., and then the meteorite man. The South Wesrock'n'roll offensive on the Vati- terlies have brought the winds
can in Panama. The world has over to the U.K. where a prehisbecome one big Broadway toric ritual site has been found
bonanza; Ronald Reagan never near Heath row Airport. Someone
left Hollywood, believe you me, somewhere, I think, wishes to
and now George Bush continues insinuate that the dinosa'urs'
in the same vein, prancing around extinction was due to multiple
in his army fatigues somewhere in plane crashes, also I suppose the
the Mojave desert. U.S. troops, skull of the Neolithic dog implies
pretending to be NATO and War- canines flying as well.
saw Pact forces met for War
Games a few days ago. Well,
"This is Neolithic dog calling
there's no-one else to fight. The
winds move south to South Dinosaur 1, come in."
"Dinosaur 1 receiving you loud
America. Mr Haag, 33, from Tucson, Arizona faces three years in and clear"
"I'm in a death spiral, Roger
jail for stuffing a whole meteorite
in the back of his car, and trying to and out"
"Roger and out"
bribe a checkpoint guard $1000
when usually 50c is enough. The
suspicious guard reported him .
Further north the winds have
Robert Haag's job is to collect

LETTERS,

Dear Student,
Contrary to your report last
week of my speech to the Tory
Club, I did not say that Mrs
Thatcher should be given all the
partial declaimer to the above credit for the release of Nelson
resolution, had cited the lifting of Man de la. What I said was that she
the state of emergency as a neces- should be given some of the credit
sary prerequisite for the lifting of for his release. The government's
"carrot and stick'' approach has
sanctions.
played a small part in contributing
Thus, the decision by the British
towards the present climate of
Government last Tuesday to lift
increased understanding and cothe voluntary ban on investment in
operation. The situation in south
South Africa was a direct contraAfrica is very complex, and to
vention of. the Prime Minister's
reduce the reasons for Mandela 's
own personal commitment as well
release to one single cause is very
as effecting an undermining of
simplistic in the extreme. What
European unity.
though has been a very significant
Whilst it is undeniable that factor is the desire of the people of
sanctions are likely to hurt the South Africa to rid themselves of
black community in South Africa State control over their lives
before discomforting the white based on racial oppression. To
population, that argument alone is report otherwise, as you have
not a sufficiently valid reason for done, is to do both myself and the
their removal of such measures people of South Africa a grave
exert the necessary pressure for an injustice.
end to apartheid and if the black Yours sincerely,
population is willing to endure this lain Catto
temporary ill for an eventual greaDear Student,
ter good.
Last Thursday the NUS
Indeed the final line should be organised a mass demonstration
that the international community against the Loans proposal which
must be seen to whole heartedly will mean a cut in real income of
back the leaders of the anti-apar- seven hundred pounds a year to
theid movement, and Mr Mandela the average Edinburgh student.
has requested the continuation of
The march and rally were on
sanctions for the present in the full the same day that the Loans Bill
knowledge of their effects on the was being voted on in Parliament.
black population in South Africa. Unfortunately
the
EUSA
bureaucracy
decided
that
this
Ironically it is one of Mrs
Thatcher's own back-benchers event was not worth our support
who best summarised this position and could even be counter-prowhen he stated in a commons ductive. This meant that eleven
Edinburgh students (of which I
speech:
was one) had to make their own
transport arrangements down to
"We should welcome President de London .
Surely students should be
Klerk's initiative by all means. But
we should put our money on Nel- encouraged to participate on the
son Mandela and give him all the campaign against Loans at whathelp · he needs to bring peace, ever level is possible.
reconciliation and democracy to Yours etc
Dave Donohoe
this great African Nationl."

Dear Student
I write in reply to Tristan Brittain-Dissont's letter last week on
Wendy Erskine Steele's earlier
article about rape. I accept that it
would be interesting to know how
many women are actually asking a
man up for sex when they offer
him a cup of coffee, but for some
reason I have a sneaking suspicion
that it might be marginally lower
than 55%.

stirred the Welsh Independence
Party, Plaid Cymru who suddenly
want to expand their powerbase
and
link up with Baltic
nationalists. I think this revolution thing is going to everyone's
head, but good luck to Dafydd
Elis Thoma~ . I just hope the
Welsh tongue finds a patient
Lithuanian ear. The winds now
blow north and the piano in the
Usher Hall has become untuneable, the winds blow we t and Perrier is undrinkable and then south
to Australia where the toads are
more than toads. The beasts kill
indigenous mammals who take a
bite and poison the Queensland
hippies who dry it and smoke it in
reefers . The cane toad means business. And still the warning whi pers,
It's the winds, it's the winds"
and no-one takes no notice .
by Peter Baily .
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More importantly than this,
however, is Mr Brittain-Dissont's
recommendation that women
limit their vulnerability to attack
by putting the chain on the door
and using the EUSA late night
bus. For a start the average Friday
night out-goer might dispute the
accuracy of 'late night' as a
description - the bus's hours
hardly rival those of Negociants'.
But Mr Brittain-Dissont seems to
have missed the point of the arti·cte and the' reality of rape. In
terms of incidence , rape is not so
much a crime of forced penile
penetration by a man on an
unknown woman in the middle of
the Meadows; rather it is the total
humiliation and degradation of a
woman by someone she knows ,
and even more frighteningly,
often like and trusts.
Mr Brittain-Dissont has fallen
into the media trap Ms Erskine
Steele outlined in her article . Or
perhaps the reality of the rapist's
persona is something Mr BrittainDissont is not prepared to face
and he is far from alone in that.
The rapist could be his neighbour,
his best friend, even his father; the
overwhelming majority of them
are not perverted, disturbed
social deviants.
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These are ·disturbing thoughts
for both sexes to confront, but
confronted they must be if society
is to stop constructing women as
passive sex objects and men as
macho sex machines.
· Yours sincere.ly
Louise ~ilson

Student r~cruiting
drive
this Friday,
Student offices
l.lSpm
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Own up! Who knows what is goin
on in Formula One racing at the
ml!ment? It seems that Ayrton
Senna, the Brazilian with as littl
regard for his own life as he has for
anybody else's, is fighting a personal battle with Jean-Marie Ballestre, the President of FISA, the
ruling body. The argument is
whether or not Maclaren paid
Senna's $100,000 fine last season ... but frankly would the sport
not be better off without such lunatics?

After almost having too much
snow, this years Snowman rally,
the first round of the National
Esso Scottish Rally Championship, got under way but was to
generate sufficient protests to
generate a thaw which threatened
to flood Inverness; one official
didn't get home 'till 4am. The
eventual winners George Gauld
and Stell Boyles driving a Mazda
323T finished with a time of lhr
lOrnin 19secs, a good lmin away
from their nearest rivals . In the
past the winner of the Snowman
has never gone on to win the
National Championship but I can
think of one crew who'll be trying
to break that duck .

the University first
team having a somewhat
erratic form book this season, and the whole club going
through
some · internal
changes, one thing that has
been consistent has been the
form and more importantly
. .
.
.
''
the spmt of the third XV_
squad.
In an age where ~gby now bor-·
der~on the pr_ofesswnal s~ene, the

desire for VIctory so htgh that
ga~esmanship and underhand
tactics are a common part of the
game, much of rugb~'s essence,
that of honesty a'}d fnendly corn-

petitiveness, has been -destroyed.
It is in a spirit of near fanaticism

that the spirit of the 3rd's shines
clear.
The boys that turn up on a
Saturday afternoon, mostly after
a heavy Friday night session in the
pub, don't play for fame and recognition. They turn up for the
enjoyment they get' from the
game, ahd the team spirit and
cammeraderie that evolves from
being part of a team is what so
many of these poys thrive on.
Whilst all the. boys want to win
and play tlu!ir best, they have
never resortJd to some of the less
desirable tactics u'ow such a feature of today's modern ame.

This year's thirds have been a
resounding success, new boys like
the piroetting wing wizard Gavin·
Hood and the hulking Will
Johnstone fitting in easily with the
stalwarts, Andy Stewart, Andy
Cook and the irrepressible
'Porky' Thomas. Of course, the
team_ spirit was not moulded in a
day, mfact the squad's morale and
cammeraderie was formed in
many all night sessions in their
ZENOG
favourite watering hole, the
Bristo. Whilst some may say that Kelso ll's 19
;ATHLETICS
their drunken behaviour is a
Edinburgh
Uni
6
WHILE most of the media atten-·
menace to society, it must be said
In view of next week's vital
tion at the SUSF Indoor Chamthat the third team has never been
involved in any trouble, the fixture against Cartha QP, it is pionships at the Kelvin Hall on
reason f~r this is the fact that by perhaps just as well that the boys .14th February was focused upon
got this out of their system. The the appearance of Commonweather was not conducive to ft:ee wealth bronze medallist Ian
flowing rugby and this was borne Hamer of Hetiot-Watt, EUSA
out clearly to the few hardy souls athletes produced quality perforwho braved the conditions, the two mances to reaffirm our position in
teams pr:oducing a game of endless university competition.
mistakes and constant scrummagAs w.ell as victories for regular
ing.
·
performers, such as Rob Smith in
Ball won at the set piece was . the shot putt (a new p.b. of 15.14
never used to full advantage, was disallowed because of a light
whilst in the loose the forwards shot) Jamie Henderson in the 60m
the time most of the other patrons seemed to lack confidence in one and Janice Ainslie in the womens
arrive, the third team are well and another, preferring to be a heroic 60m hurdles.
truly out of the game, some even individual rather than a member
Newcomer A. Savage took a
findlng it a great place to just have of a team. Ball that was coming useful 2nd in the 400m with 51.3s,
a quick 40 winks (or 4 hours as in back was given when the Edin- which must surely lead to a sub-50
burgh pack had staggered going second closkings this summer.
the case of Andy Stewart).
What makes a 3rd XV player - forwards and had allowed the
Once again the womens team
could you fit in? Job requirements Kelso boys enough time to reor- showed their strength in depth
are as follows: (1) a complete ganise themselves. Mike Wylie at with sterling efforts from carolyn
devotion to non training (2) an stand off and Neil Burnett were Smith in the 1500, Val Foster in
ability to talk a great game i.e. the both under a lot of pressure the 200m and shot put and new
ability to 'bufty' (3) have no because of this. The result was that half-blue Collette Crawford. All
~estraints when it comes to play- the backs were never called into
EUAC efforts efforts are now
mg any childish pranks/games (4) use in an attacking sense.
geared to next months Appleton
The University's points came Trophy v. Glasgow and regaining
most importantly, have an amazing capacity to consume vast through two penalties, one from
the title that was so handsomely
Wylie, the other from Linehan, donated last year!.
amounts of alcohol.
If it sounds good to you why not however, both missed other '
Jamie 'Scribble' Henderson
give it a go?
chances whilst the Kelso stand off

Plans for a European Super
ague were officially published
at the weekend by A C Milans
edia tycoon Silvio Berlusconi.
he plans would see a 16 team
league hence guaranteeing the
inimum 6 European games the
ig clubs currently want. The
Scottish representative? Rangers
of course.
· Surely it should be part of th
prerequisites of qualification for
Boxing referee to be able to count.
Mter the Tyson/Douglas fiasco las
week, a World Boxing Organiza
tion light-middleweight fight bet
ween John David Jackson an
challenger Martin Camara w
disrupted when the Champion was
floored in the 11th. The refwas on
9 while the time-keeper was on 10!

Quote of the week is from Nick
Faldo, having lost the Australian
Masters to Greg Norman: "I was
struggling to find the bottom of
the hole" , said the British Open
Champion. . That's
easy,
Nick .. .it's about six inches below
the top!

Graham Gooch better stop his
rain dances soon otherwise his
players will forget what little they
ever knew. Gooch, -Larkins and
Smith are the only three players to
have faced the West In dies attack
so far on this tour, and that _has
only been f~r a paltry 83 balls.

Student
SQUASH
Julie Nicol, the Scottish
International, is in superb
· form. Two weeks ago she
regained the British Universities squash title and added
~he Sc?ttish title to her growmg hst of trophies this
weekend.

sport

uashe

Seeded number one, Nicol
proved the organisers correct
dropping hardly a point in ~
demolition of all opposition.
There seemed little difference
between her first round match and
the final, in which she met Kent's
Tracey Parker. Her domination of
the court was total as she pounced
on any minor errors.
Julie's superiority in the
women's game at the moment is
total; it would perhaps be more
beneficial for her to play in the
~en's events. Such an easy retentiOn of her title must make her I
performance one of the outstanding efforts of this year's sporting
calender so far.
Her massacring of the field in
the Scottish Universities event
last. weekend came as no surprise. The BUSF Championships in full swing!

mashed!
.. WOMEN'S HOCKEY
A 6.30am start is enough to
test anyone's enthusiasm, but
the University women's 3rd
Hockey team managed to
arrive in force for their trip to
Dublin two weeks ago.
All that is, except for captain .
Tara Kane and her first mate
Susan M organ, who appeared
twenty minutes later, a touch bedraggled after the rigours of the·
Sports Union Ball.
This turned out to be a minor
set back for the team, who were
soon to face gale force winds and
threatened bombings on their
weekend tour. One of the most
uii~BtemmP sights was the Univer-

Girls on tour
sity Rugby Club ceilidh that was
danced on top of their van as they
awaited the . ferry; they made it
their purpose to settle the kilt
myth once and for all, and it was
not a pretty sight!
The following day the intrepid
team faced more screaming rugby
fans as they travelled down to
Dublin f?r a break from hockey,
to take m the Landsdown Road '
International. Only one team
member managed to get lost (this
correspondent, no less!) in the
crowds, and confused all the Irish
by asking if they had seen a hockey team.
Sunday proved to be the
greatest test for the team yet,
especially for the driver Bridget
Oates as she took them on a tour

'
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She dropped just two-points in the
final, against number two eed
Donna Cruik hank.
At the B F, themen's event
wa certamly a closer battle. The.
Edinburgh trio of Dave Gladwin.
Danny Wat on and Dave Burge
all gave good accounts o( themselve , but could not match the
consistency or fitness of the top
seeds.
The eventual winner was Tim
Garner. who beat a lack lustre
Scotland International. Stirling's
Derck Ritchie. in the final. The
excellently organised event was
held at the Pleasance and an
excellent weekend was had by all.
Heriot Watt hosted the Scottish
Universities Championships last
weekend, and despite the failure
of Edinburgh's two top seeds, the
team performed well.
Dave Gladwin had number two
, seed Stewart Licundi at his mercy
in the quarter final , but narrowly
went down 3-2 in a nail biting
match.
Gillian Carty, Katie Smith and
Sally David on-Kclly all played
well, and look set for the Scottish
Uni's side after an impressive
weekend's squash .
photo: H. Pinney
MARK CREEDON

•

Hockey round-up

The university women's 3rd
XI hockey team showed
of the Antrim Coast. Only one mixed form at the weekend in
person wanted a swim, but Iona the two league matches they
Henderson decided that the wind played.

and the rain was too much even
for her to stand.

On Saturday, a lot of hard work
and concentration by the whole
. That evening saw the girls try- team paid off and lead to a conmg hard to set up a fine reputation vincing 2-0 victory at Peffermill
for the University in the Portrush over Preston Lodge.
Both goals were scored during
Harbour Bar; judging by the
amount of Irish who vacated the the first half. Susan Morgan had a
room, they did very well! Lor- great game setting up both goals
raine McClung produced some from the Right Wing with some
wonderful imitations, and Fiona lovely play. After beating several
Anderson proved the team motto defenders, the first goal resulted
that, "technique is inversely prop- from her short pass to Lorraine
McCiung in the circle who flicked
ortional to size."
the ball past the P.L. goalkeeper
And the hockey? Despite the from near the back line. Soon
teams efforts to fill up their prog- after, a hard cross-pitch ball from
ramme with other activities, their Susan was intercepted and
were a couple of matches played. smashed into the back of the goal
The first was on the Friday. even- by Monica McGuckian to bring
the score up to 2-0 oy half time.
Throughout the match the university forwards played well
together, keeping the pressure on
the Preston Lodge team.
Preston Lodge did not produce
many spectacular counter-attacks
and the Edinburgh defence line
consisting of Tara Kane, Paula
Cregeen, Sian Thomas and Fiona
Anderson had no real problems in
tidying up any loose balls.
Unfortunately, Sunday was not
quite as successful as the Preston
Lodge match, with Merchant
Ladies proving to be much
tougher opposition.
During the first half, Merchants
had two good scoring opportunities and took them well to
lead the university team by 2 g~als
to nil at half time. Edinburgh were
finding it difficult to revive the
ing against Seven Towers, played flowing teamwork of the previous
on a black pitch in the dark. day and although Jane Stevenson,
Sheonagh Donaldson was the ~oqica and Susan set up some star, actually managing to spot the mce moves, the Merchant
ball o)\Ce, but the game finished Defences were not easily beaten.
goal-less.
However, the second half saw
The second game was on Sun- much ~ore determined play by
day afternoon was a much more the Edmburgh 3rd's, with Bridget
productive affair. Jane Stevenson Oates and Iona Henderson feedcame close to scoring for Edin- ing the ball up to the forwards
burgh, but the Irish side were far from Midfield. There were several
more accurate and found the back good but unsuccessful attempts on
oi the net four times. The visitors goal.
claimed jet-Jag, but this was
Meanwhile, Merchant Ladies
nothing to how they felt the next made the Edinburgh defence
,morning after a decidedly bouncy work hard
and eventually
ferry trip back!
scored two further goals to win the
Despite the lack of hockey, the match 4-0. It was a disappointing
team certainly deserve full marks result for the university 3'rds and
for tour technique!
one which they did not really
deserve.

After the 2nd's double win
la t weekend, they were
looking forward to continuing their run of vict"ries
against the old rivals of Edinburgh Ladies.
The Uni set out well, dominating
the first half with some tremendous teamwork. The first goal came
from Catriona Chapman, who,
beating the defence, converted a
cross from Natalie Caves, playing
out of her normal position on the
right wing. The Uni then managed
to settle down in the lead to play
some of their best hockey and
were rewarded by two more goals,
the first from Trudy Ballantine
and the second neatly put away by
Natalie Caves.
In the second half, the Ladies
set out with a lot 'to do and the
heavy rain and dubious fitness of
their students had appeared to
have taken their toll. Edinburgh
Ladies crept back, often commanding the game, and scored
two goals, one from an impressive
short corner. The Uni, now on
their heels, put everything into
defence and also almost stretched
their now one goal lead, when
Trudy hit the post after beating
the goalie. But it was not to be and
Edinburgh Ladies equallised in
the last five minutes, and the Uni's
last valiant efforts in the dying
minutes of the game were to no
avail and they had to reluctantly
settle for the draw and a single
point in the division.

JUNCTION
BAR

I

24 WEST PRESTON STREET
Telephone: 667 3010
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Anyone turning up to th Chri tians in port meeting on 1onda~
evening expecting an ewning of .
bible bashing, prayer and ong
'~ould be mildly surprised.
The food was good, and plentiful, omething I was thankful of,
as were the man) rugb) pla)ers
who ju t finished touring and ob~·i
ously smelt a freebie, and ha~ ing
ate their full settled back to listen
to the speeches.
First up was Brian lrvine of
Aberdeen FC, a committed Christian who talked about his life and
how his faith had helped him
through his life. Too soon, he had
finished after giving only the
briefest insight into a profes ional
footballers life.
A nice talk from a nice man
which I was quite happy to listen
to.
Next up was the Rev. Roger Willis who provided the meat to the
evenings' Christianity. Obviously
a man who is very well read, he
gave many an amusing anecdote
and quotation in an attempt to per·
suade us Christianity was the right
path to follow.
Christians in Sport seem a very
good organisation as a focal point
for Christians within sport, boasting many internationals including
·Kriss Akabusi and Glenn Hoddle
and is certainly worth investigating.

VOLLEYBALL
WITHOUT doubt, this was the
most exciting and demanding
calendar, with the Scottish Universities Championships at Dundee on Sunday; the girls were
defending their title!
The opposition here was not
very strong giving the girls a
chance to warm up before the semi
finals, which the team quickly
progressed to gaining 23/24 points
in our section.
It was the home team of Dundee
which we faced in the semi finals
and Edinburgh won quite easily 20 sets. So to the final - the big
rematch against Strathclyde University, who we've faced in the
final in the past two years (the
scores being 1 all!).
The team certainly did themselves proud and refusing to be
intimidated by the bus loads of
Strathclyde supporters and the
tension of the occasion settled
down quickly and easily to find
their best form of the season.
It was an exciting, tension filled
final but the_ Edinburgh team
steadily and impressively lifted
their game to win 2-0 sets ( 17-7,
17-5).

Freewheelin'
87 SLATEFORD ROAD
031337 2351

WINTER SALE
Up to 30% off RAP with
copy of this ad.

DIAMOND BACK, MBK,
EMMELLE, RIDGEBACK,
DAWES, TOWNSEND

The function BaiIrs the Best By Far!
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Samedsy,
or next dsy rep~irs.
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The Satanic Cartoons
More than a year after the publication of the Satanic Verses, a similar
controversy has erupted in the
French and Arabic speaking world,
over a comic-strip version of the
Koran. Dirk Singer reports.

The comic-strip Koran: ari extract
Proost. Finally, related to the lat- shelves, and has stressed that it
Surprisingly, no clear condem- condemnation of the Islamic
ter charge, is the criticism that will no longer be stocked.
nation has come from Iran , whose Council of Tunisia, a government
I sponsored body, she made clear
What sort of reaction will Si le
Proost's cartoons stereotype
late spirituaI Iea der, t he A yatolab Ruoallah Khomeini, issued that no government ban is preCoran receive from Britain's MusArabs.
the d'eath call against the author venting the book from being pubSeddik naturally sees all of this lim community, barely a year
Salman Rushdie over the Satanic lished in Tunisia, "although there
differently, feeling that he is actu- after the public protests surroundally "working for Islam". Seddik ing the Satanic Verses erupted?
Verses. When asked to make a has been no application to publish
originally set about with the pro- So far the Islamic religious
statement on Seddik's cartoon- it here either, and I cannot see this
ject in order to make the Koran authorities in Britain are withKoran, a spokesperson at the Ira- happening. I think that the
more accessible, "especially to holding comment, perhaps in the
·
·
f nian Interests Section in London extreme public pressure raised by
guage comic stnp versiOn 0 was unwilling to comment before the book will ensure that it is in youngsters, so that they can dis- hope that the works never actually
the Koran; "Si le Coran
fact not published in any Islamic
make their British publishing
1
m'etait conte" (if the Koran The Forty-six nation Is- country".
Seddik has been accused date.
was told to me).
The reasons behind the conA spokesperson at the Council
On January 15th, shortly after lamic Conference called demnation of Si le Coran are of wanting to "westernise of Mosques in London said that he
Si le Coran was published, the S . L C
h
"th threefold. It is alleged that the and Christianise." Related had , "no comment whatsoever to
Islamic Council in Seddik's native l 1 e oran eresy, Wl
work alters the unalterable word
make on this". Mr Bustami-Khir,
Tunisia condemned the works. Kuwaiti theologian de- of God, with Seddik's emphasis ·to the latter charge, !s the the Iman of the Edinburgh MosThe council claimed the seven vol.
.
,
on the historical rather than the crz"tz"cz"sm that the · work que commented, "what I have
umes contained, "the use of pro- · nounczng S eddtk as a religious side of the Koran. The
read about this, I have only read
fane images to ill~sthe teachings common criminal.
basic fact that the Koran has been stereotypes arabs.
in the Western Media. .. such
of the Koran", wh1ch were, "sac- ~;..:.:.::.;.;..:~.:........;~;.;,.;....;..:..;...;..:..;...;..:..__ ___,_ changed into cartoon form is also
.
.
, reports are often distorted,· and
rile go us and heretical". As a seeking further guidance from the changing the word of God say cover t.hetr Holy book by them- not always a true reflection of
result, the council demanded the relevant theological authorities in Seddik's critics, · though Seddik selves m a modern and pleasant what is actually happening." Mr
banning, "of this impious work... Iran . A Rushdie-style condemna- has been careful not to offend manner."
Bustami-Khir made clear that he
inside and outside the Muslim tion from Iran's clergy would not clerical sensibilities by not depictwas unable to give an opinion
world".
make that much difference to Sed- ing either the prophet MohamThe work is due to appear in the · before reading the book itself.
language · at
an
The wait and see attitude of the
The condemnation quickly dik, who feels the other condem- med, or the angels who visit him, English
unspecified date later in the year. Islamic Clergy in Britain perhaps
found its echo elsewhere. The nations, "basically equal the in cartoon form .
Secondly Seddik, in the words In France the release prompted gives an indication that a Sat~nic
forty-six nation Islamic Confer- death sentence" anyway·
ence called Si Le Coran heresy. In
However, a spokesperson at of the Kuwaiti press has been calls for the banning of the work , Verses style conflict will not erupt
Kuwait, a campaign against Sed- the Tunisian Embassy in London accused of wanting to "westernise along with book burnings, and once the books are finally pubdik has taken place in the press, was at pains to stress that no legal and christianise Islam" 1 due to the · telephone threats against the lished in Britain. However, a carwith Kuwaiti theologian Moham- action would be taken against Western style cartoons used by author and the publisher. The toon version of Islam 's most holy
med Fadallah, denouncing Seddik Seddik when or if he returns to the Seddik. The cartoons ~oVere in fact Arabic World Institute in Paris book is hardly likely to go
as a common criminal.
country. While supporting the drawn by top Belgian cartoonist has withdrawn the books from its unnoticed either.

An agent of the Israelis? :Part
.
d d ISof a wider plot to sprea
·
W
Id?
cord in the Is Iamtc
or .
These are just some of the
accusations . that have been
levelled against Tunisian writer Youssef Seddik, author of
a French and Arabic Ian-

SOUTH AFRICA

Steve Tal bot
THIRTEEN months ago I
was sitting in a small house on
the outskirts of Jo'burg. The
summer sun was spearing its
way through the small cracks
in the curtained windows. My
host was Krish Naidoo, at
that time the legal representative to Winnie Mandela.
Krish , Gabu Tugwana, acting editor of the progressive
New Nation newspaper and
Lisa Kirkup, an arts student
from Edinburgh College of
Art, were all sitting relaxed
and sipping a cool orange
drink.

. atlona
Sports
Committee everyone's lips. "When will Man.(NSC), which is leading the pro- dela be free?" Both Gabu imd
tests against the now defunct rebel Krish felt it would be soon, maybe
tour, was formed a few months next year.
later. Krish is now the General
I haven't contacted either Krish
Secretary and has been fighting or Gabu yet, but Lisa was ceroff death threats from far right tainly doing a Toyi Toyi and singextremists ever since.
ing the anthem outside the statue
We inevitably talked of Man- of the Mother and Child in FestideJa. Krish has been up and down .val Square, Edinburgh. And I was
to Pollsmoor Prison with Winnie on College green in Bristol singing
several times in the preceeding "Nkosi Sikeleli Afrika" and
months. He said that the Cape shouting "Viva Mandela! Viva
was "humming" with excitement ANC!" with my father on the day
We talked at length about new and bustling with ·rumour. I asked they
released
Dr
Nelson
organisations in sport; the the age old question on Rolihlahla Mandela.

National Contress. Whilst I sat
chatting to the deputy chief representative, Billy Masethla, in
walked Fred Carneson a long time
ANC member banned in the ·
1950's before Mandela had been
jailed. Fred, a kind white hair
elderly man, wanted a copy of the
Government Gazette; the paper
that lists all banned and un-banned people, objects and literature . Fred had been "freed". For
the first time in over 30 years Fred
Carneson could be quoted , could
meet more than one person at a
titne in South Africa. Fred may
even go home.
I have been involved in EdinI picked up a copy of the
burgh Students Anti-Apartheid Scotsman on the 12th and the
for a good long while now. When heading started "Freed Nelson
I came to Edinburgh, it was at a Man del a ... " What a difference a
time shortly after tl]e "Mandela "d" makes. No longter the cry
for Rector" campaign. The cam- "Free Mandela" for he has been
paign reached the columns of the "freed". He is free to walk the
Guardian not because Mandela streets ' of Soweto. He is free to .
won the Rectorship but because hold press conferences. He is free
he was not allowed to sign the ·and he is black! He has no vote!
necessary forms forms to become · He has no right to live anywhere
a candidate. The regime would he chooses! He is free, yes, in a
not allow it. larger jail. A jail called Apartheid.
Last Thursday I was in the Loo~
Now more than ever "A I uta
don offices of the African continua!".

·.
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Back to the Future
JACQUELINE BISSET .

Struggling to be funny in Beverley

Hill~

......11111111111.

Interview with lan Lang,
Scottish office minister for education.

• This week in the first of
a two-part series on the
changing face of agriculture,Susan Stephenlooks
at the public's reaction to
new brands of traditional
farming now emerging.

ccording to ecologists, soil which is
contin_ually and increasingly saturated by chemicals in the way
practised by today's industrial farmers, develops a dependancy on those chemicals
similar to that of a junkie. With the recent creation of an Organic Farming Centre by the Edinourgh School of Agriculture and the Centre for
Human Ecology, Edinburgh University is at the
1
forefront of UK research into the use of organic
farining methods to discover an alternative to
this man-made weakening of the natural world. I
spoke to Angus Marland of the Centre for
Human Ecology, who is the Administrator of the
project, to find out what he hopes the Organic
. Farming Centre will achieve.

A

Organic husbandry, Marland stresses, is the result of
a conscious attempt to understand and cooperate with
nature's processes and is not just a belief in the absence

Soil which is contunually and increasingly saturated by chemicals develops
· a dependancy on those· chemicals
similar to that of a Junkie.
of chemicals. Although often associated with health
food freaks, organic farming has a firm scientific basis
and could, he claims, be described as the most modern
system of agriculture yet devised.
The recent upsurge of interest in organic farming
methods began during the first quarter of this century,
when people started to notice agricultural problems arising from the use of artificial fertilisers. One of the first
moves to improve the health of crops was the development by Sir Albert Howard of the Indore method of
compost making. Following this innovation, links began
to be observed between the way food was being produced and people's health. Sir Robert McCarrison
researched the benefits to health of "whole" diets, in his
experiment known as "McCarrison's Rats". He fed one
group of rats a normal, "controlled" diet, while another
group of rats were fed a traditionally bad diet of refined
foods, high in carbohydrates and sugar. A third group
was given an organically produced whole diet. From this
he noticed that, while the first group continued as normal, after a period of time the second group developed
a wide range of degenerative diseases similar ~o those
suffered by many humans. On top of this, these rats lost
their genetic ability to control their population density.
However the third group exhibited high levels of health,
well-being and social interaction.

More recently Lady Eve Balfour, who founded the
Soil Association, ran a twenty five year experimental
farm at Haughley in Suffolk. The farm was divided into
three sections - purely organic, mixed organic and artificial fertilisers, and one section relying entirely on chemicals. All the products of each section were recycled
within the section, each of which provided its own seeds,
and animal herds were self-contained in their own sections. A dynamic link was discovered between the soil,
plants, animals and people - the health of one part was
seen to depend on the health of the whole system.
hrough these developments it was realised the
appalling pollution and dam~ge.to ~e~ple and the
environment caused by the md1scnmmate use of
artificial fertilisers, herbicides and pesticides. In the days
of "green" consciousness, the advantages of organic husbandry have become unavoidably apparent, and today it
is practised all over the world - more than one million
. acres of farming land in Australia has been converted to
using organic methods, while over 1% of agriculture in
Europe is now organically produced.
With £600,000 provided for its first two years of operation by Safeway plc, the Scottish Development Agency
and the EEC, Edinburgh University's Organic Farming
Centre has the first major institutional funding fQr
organic farming in Europe. It is hoped that the publicity
arising from this achievement will help towards the
Centre's ultimate aim of attracting more farmers to convert to organic farming. At the moment however, Angus
Mar land believes-few farmers can afford to change over,
because during the conversion which can last a number
of years while the soil goes through a withdrawal period,
the farmers lose money as their yield is vastly reduced.
To mitigate this loss, the process of conversion has to be
designed very carefully.
It is planned that the Organic Farming Centre will be
a broad spectrum projec~, aiming for a balanced
development of research int(}'organic vegetable and beef
production and a whole farm monitoring programme.
An advice and training service will be created and the
EEC Commission has requested that the information
j!.ained be stored in a Europe-wide database.
- The techniques used in organic agriculture to produce
food of a high biological quality- instead of merely looking good - are simple. The soil is enriched by organic
manures - dung, harvest residues, bonemeal, hoof and
hornmeal, for example- or even crushed plants and seaweeds. Fertilisers are used, but these are natural minerals, not chemicals. These manures and fertilisers are
worked into the soil in such a way as to improve its structure and to encourage biological activity; it is the mictoorganisms contained in the soil which provide the plants
with a well balanced food supply. While organic agriculture has not as high production rates as those achieved
by the use of chemicals, it has been discovered that an
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organic soil is more unresponsive and has the possibility
of increasing its yield, whereas each year so-called "conventional" farmers must increase the amount of chemicals they use in order to maintain their production levels
in the face of the sickliness of the plants, the destruction
of the soil's natural balance and the obligation to produce perfect goods without fail.

D

emand for organic foodstuffs amongst consumers is far greater than retailers can at present
supply. Last year a survey of 1,000 adults
revealed that 90% of people over the age of 15 were seriously concerned about the environment and were willing
to pay more for "green" products. Indeed, one in four
said they would be prepared to spend up to 45% more on
environmentally friendly goods than on their equivalent
conventional products.
It is this huge consumer demand that has led Safeway
to become involved financially in the Organic Farming
Centre. Already Safeway stocks organic produce in all
of its 260 stores. However at the moment they are forced
to import 60% of this from abroad and still, they claim,

One in four people said that they
would be prepared to spertd up to 25%
more on environmentally friendly
goods than on their commercial equivalents.
can only meet half the demand. They need to increase
the security of supply of their organic produce. In his
speech at the Centre's opening ceremony, Alistair
Grant, the Chairman and Chief Executive of Safeway,
admitted:
"What we are looking for from this project, is assistance in establishing a regular and guaranteed supply of
good quality organic produce at a premium which is
commercially realistic once the market i e tablished."
Ultimately Angus Marland hopes that the Organic
Farming Centre will make organic agriculture more
economically viable and that by, through re earch,
increasing the security and quality of the upply of the
produce to whol_e alers <!nd retailers, attract more farmers to convert to organic farming. Whatever happen ,
this is only the beginning.

Next Week: Maxton Walker talks to Professor Wittemore
of the Edinburgh School of Agriculture about the public'
changing attitudes to forming and the future of agriculture
in a green world.
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INCE undertaking the writing of this article I have been confidently assured by a
number of people that alcoholism is a
·
disease. That it is heredity, and implicitly
then that the 'alcoholic' is not to blame for it.
This reflects a deep-seated misunderstanding in
the minds of millions worldwide. It is disturbingly ironic that the majority of 'alcoholic'
experts i~ Britain would now dismiss outright
this ill-informed concept of alcoholism, whilst
the general public still think of it as a mark of liberal and enlightened opinion. For this reason the
disease theory is still wielded around by 'nonspecialist' as a scientifically established fact
when in reality it is not this at all, but rather a
learned behavioural disorder.

S

The belief that alcoholism is a disease is a response, it
seems, to a humanitarian conscience which insists that
an 'alcoholic' cannot help behaving how he does and so
should not be punished for his behaviour. A colossal
increase in drinking in the last 40 years has stimulated a
concerted effort to promote this view , spearheaded by
the remarkable organisation of Alcoholics Anonymous
established around the time of the First World War by
the enigmatic 'Bill W' and 'Or Bob'. What this huge
body of thought has failed to see is that the rejection of
the disease theory does not dismiss the belief that
alcoholics should receive compassion and help. Consqeuently a drunk may no longer be considered 'sick ',
but at the same time retain the quality of not being 'bad'
either.
Though individual alcohol consumption has increased
to dangerous heights in the last 30 years, it is a sobering
thought that in the second half of this century Britain
remains vastly drier than during the 18th century when
832 pints were drunk per person annually . Bearing in
mind these figures include children and non-drinkers,
and that beer in those days was considerably stronger
than its modern counterpart, this suggests a fairly impressive capacity for alcohol.
or some reason, and it is not entirely clear why,
drunkenness became less and less acceptable ,
perhaps in the light of increasing morality
throughout society. Alcohol became seen more
and more as a disease until the drastic failure of Prohibition in America and Norway in the 1920s, when antialcohol feeling was finally utterly discredited. However
this view which germinated from the decadence of the
18th century has been rekindled in modern times. But
the fact remains that the evidence against this affirmation of 'alcoholism is a disease' is considerably; far too
great to be shown in its entirety here.
The champions of this misplaced belief are Alcoholics
Anonymous who state that as a disease, the only real ·
cure to alcoholism is complete and sustained abstinence.
It goes on to claim that there is not a single reliable
instance recorded of an alcoholic returning to normal
social drinking. This is simply not true. Though rare
there are several cases of this happening, though abstinence does remain for the majority, the only way out. I
visited the AA on Cock burn Street (there is no physical
indication that it exists at all ; "the numbers in the book"
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I was told) where I was initially kindly ushered in as an
alcoholic myself. After this slightly disconcerting mis- .
take had been clarified I spoke to two reformed
alcoholics who declined to have their names printed and
who seemed almost obsessive in their philosophy of
anonymity. I was told that should I go to a meeting
"what I here in there," pointing towards the large meeting room , with a circle of wooden chairs and a sort of
chairman's desk at its head, "I leave in there."
A short, talkative man then explained:
"more and more the stigma of being an alcoholic is
going, through education ... People used to think of an
alcoholic as a down and out. Now, they don't. It's the
stigma of being an alcoholic, you see. The stigma is
going."
/ Behaviour associated with alcoholism can be matched
almost exactly to several other addictions such as gambl. ing and overating. Whilst there is physical, moral reaction occurring in the body of an alcoholic there is also
numerous characteristics of the psyche entirely disassociated with a disease. The very impression of suffering
from a disease encourages the assumption of a passive
role from which medical treatment is only the relief. This
can easily impede a cure which essentially only requires
the psychological effort of the subject under treatment.
ereditary alcoholism too is often misrepresented. For it is a primitive human instinct
to model one's behaviour on successful and
contemporaries as at home in the child's
imitation of his parents social habits. At its most simple;
the daughter seeing her mother drinking alone may wish
to do the same. Not so clear is the pattern of underachievement, involvement in trouble and unhappiness
experienced by the son of a heavy drinker who has not
grown up with the qualities to avoid such instability
because of his father's condition. Alcoholism then
comes as a result of his misguided adolescence which is
inextricably linked to his father's drink problem and
inevitable neglect.
This country's drink problem is serious and increasing. Because a small proportion of drinkers drink a large
proportion of the nation's alcohol (20% of the population drink 80% of its alcohol), the drinks industry must
accept big reductions in consumption if it is serious
about checking alcoholism. However with the possibility
of 70 Members of Parliament having vested interest in
the drink industry legislation is not likely to be forthcoming. Present plans suggest that in 1992 with the single
market agreement ~f the EEC, inBritain spirits will fall
in price b-y £2.27 a-bottle, wine by 70p and beer by 15p a
pint, causing an estimated 28% increase in the amount
of alcohol consumed nationwide . Proportionally,
deaths , illness, aceidents and social problems will
increase. If this doesn't persuade you that drinking less
could well be a good idea perhaps the physical consequences of heavy drinking, ranging from testicular shrinkage to brain damage , will.
If there is to be ·a resolution to the problem then
alcoholism itself must be recognised for what it is. Not a
disease, the origin of which lies in folklore, myth and
tradition but a behavioural disorder. Once this is done
considerably more effective preventative education and
actual treatment can be expected.

H

Alcohol is the most commonly used and
socially acceptable drug. But its abuse is
on the increase in Britain. This problem
of alcoholism is widely regarded as a
type of 'disease-', yet argues James Niven
drunkeness is in fact a curable
behavioural disorder.
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n January 16th the government
rejected proposals for random
breath tests. CADD, formed in 1985
. to publicise and combat the problem
of drinking and driving, was bitterly disappointed. Its members consist of those
concerned with this 'hidden slaughter' on our
roads. But its support for RBT is not unique CADD are not an hysterical or interfering
minority. For, believe it or not, the following
salient organisations - and many more - all
advocate RBT: Association of Police Officers
(ACPO);
British
Medical
Association;
Automobile Association; Royal Automobile
Club; and the Institute for Alcohol Studies.
Even
government
investigations
Blennerhasset in 1976 and Central Policy
Review ('J:hink Tank) in 1979- have called for
its introduction. Finally, there is ovewhelming
public support- for instance, an NOP poll in
September 1989 found 81 per cent in favour of
RBT. So why does the government resist the
scheme?
After all, the drink/driving problem is nothing to be
complacent about. Government statistics indicate that
20 per cent- or 1 ,000- of all road deaths are alcohol
related But even this is an understatement, because
official statistics only include drivers over 16 who are
over the legal limit at the time of an accident and die
within 12 hours of the accident. So, if a drunken driver
kills himself and his three passengers, only his death is
recorded as alcohol-related. Also excluded are the many
drunken drivers who die some time after the accident.
Finally, the data is supplied by coroners who are not
obliged to impart such information- and many do not.
CADD and ACPO estimate that the true figure of
drink/driving deaths is nearer 2,000 - double the
government's claim - and that the total of deaths and
injuries each year is approximately 25,000. These
contrasting statistical views of the drink/driving problem
are crucial, si.nce it will be shown later that the
government's deception is inextricably linked to its
stubbornness over RBT.
espite wide powers, the courts are even more
ineffective.
They
persistently charge
drunken drivers who kill, for instance, with
the lesser offences of careless driving and
driving with excess alcohol. Neither charge accounts for
the death, which is ignored in the process of sentencing.
Recently, for instance, a woman was killed by a drunken
driver who was subsequently fined £60 for careless
driving and £100 with a 12-month ban for excess alcohol.
To prove that the courts invariably impose paltry
sentences, CADD has taken 14 such cases to the appeal
courts, and has secured in all convictions for causing
death by reckless driving. Their success reveals the
insane and unfair legal system which forces the bereaved
to fight hard and long for justice which should have been
imposed in the first place.
Why are the courts so lily-livered? Part of the problem
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is the underfunded, overworked Crown Pro ecution
Service. Since it has a massive backlog of ea es, it is
tempting to secure convictions for lesser traffic offences,
rather than murder or manslaughter. For make no
mistake, most drink/driving fatalities come into this
category. They are no different to an individual getting
drunk and then killing someone in a fight, accidentally
or purposely. There is nothing special about drinking
and driving- nothing exc~able and nothing to make it
socially acceptable. And yet for many years it was
referred to as an 'accident' and not as a crime.
It is this outdated and obscene view which the
government attempts to perpetuate via statistical
manipulation. One motive- excise revenue- is clear,
but ~t may also be that the government is deceived and
intimi.datcd by the powerful Brewers' Society and its
lobbyists. Whatever the cause, the government resists
RBT by using a simple technique; it produces partial and
limited statistics that understate the problem of drink/
dnving - hence it regurgitates ~ind reinforces that
outmoded belief that drink/driving accidents arc rare,
inevitable, and must be endured. The truth is radicallv
different. Seventy people are killed or injured every dav
in alcohol-related road accidents, and RBT offers ~
means of stopping many such crimes.
or consider the possible arguments against
RBT. One could be that it is an ineffective
strategy. However, in light of evidence from·
Australia, Scandinavia and America, where
RBT is well established, it is clear that this criticism is
unfounded.
In 1989, BBC TV's 'Horizon' reported that "since its
introduction in New South Wales, drink/driving deaths
have dropped by 40 per cent, with a welfare and health
saving of 260 million". CADD estimates that random
breath testing in Britain could save, annually, 500 to
I ,000 lives; 5,000 to 10,000 injuries, and £200 to £500
million in lost production (the Department of Transport
values a human life at £500,000). Further, these
calculations exclude the savings in time and money for
the police, courts and health services. Finally, evidence
shows that 'highly visible spot checks' for RBT
encouraged more disciplined and safer driving.
Given such gains, the potential argument that RBT
sacrifices personal liberty (by testing innocent people)
can be discounted. Public opinion clearly indicates that.
just as w1th airport ecurity checks, this principle is
outweighed by the benefits the system accrues to
society. So perhaps more convincing would be the view
that the police and the courts already efficiently deal
with the problem of drink/driving.
However, the police policy of breath testing IS patchy.
This is partly because in order to enforce a test, a
policeman must have grounds for 'suspicion' that an
individual is over the legal limit of 80 mg of alcohol per
100 mg of blood. Many forces arc not keen on exercising
these powers because of the legal debate and accusations
of heavy-handedness or victimisatiOn these situations
throw up. Hence, breath testing is given different
emphasis by different chief constables, and this hinders
a concerted effort against drink/driving. RBT would
suffer no such ambiguities and would be nationwide
policy.
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Earlier this the Government again
rejected proposals for random breath
testing. Yet some 25,000 deaths and
injuries occur annually due to drink/
driving. In the week that Edinburgh was
chosen to pilot a scheme for the re-education of convicted motorists, Tristan
Brittain-Dissont argues the need for
R.B. T.
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BEST BEFORE WINTER
Glasgow Videodrome .
BEST Before Winter attack
this pop game in stages. Taking off from their recent
acoustic set at Oddfellows,
the first song is acoustic
guitar and tambourine; the
second boasts the addition of
the full drumkit; _for the
third, the electric guitar joins
the fray , bass guitar beefs
around in the background.
Taking
this
incremental
. approach, Best Before Winter
offer different interpretations of
their method, but throughout,

LLOYDCOLE
Usher Hall
RATHER optimistically the
Red Cross are here. They are
to be disappointed by the
dearth of blood-drained
bodies taken to the brink of
life by the rock 'n' roll frenzy
that is Lloyd Cole. Lloyd
Cole is boring.
Boring yet fascinating: such is
the contrast between Cole the
person and Cole the songwriter.
He remains the storyteller, brilliant but detached; his non-confessional approach doesn't make a
comfortable live set. The songs
are masterful vignettes of small
Jives, beloved gqitar heavens so
attractive on record, and yet per-

what strikes is the quality of their
. SONGS. Unlike Moni, whom the
band are nominally supporting,
BBW have no need for umpteen
guitars, keyboards and falsified
vocal flourishes. Songs of the
strength of Something Like It and
Hit the Moving Target give
ample, spacious scope for Katrina
Fitzsimmons' unfussed yet high
altitude vocals to do full justice to
choruses that alreat have one
foot in the door of chart stardom.
Best Before Winter are pop,
never pap. Even in the first full
band gig for over a year, their
inherent grandness spills forth.
There are days of wine and roses
ahead. Take a sip and a sniff.
Craig McLean ·

formed here they lack that vivacity, and Lloyd lacks the ·charisma
of his contemporaries (Michael
Stipe, Morrissey and Lulu) so the
whole affair seems routine. However, no amount of lethargy can
destroy "Perfect Skin" and it's the
strength of the songs rather than
the singer which makes Brand
New Friend, Big Snake and No
Blue Skies so enjoyable. Like the·
heckler said: "Wash yer hair,
Lloyd." Put a few sequins in your
jeans. Bit of sparkle, love.
Of course in the audience's eyes
the lad done great, but fussy pedants like me left disillusioned. If
he needs to go on playing it cool,
so be it. Fortunately his music
exists outside his own acquired
attitudes; he cannot deny us that.
He may have cultivated the stubble of a bohemian, but he still has
the arse of a bookworm .
Stuart Walker

kin' love me!" grunts guitarist and
However, the four figures that singer Ricky , who is the nearest
· emerged through the mist bore thing we got to a deity tonight. ·
very little resemblance to angels, Luckily his ego is as· big .as the ·
in fact they look like they've J1op- noise that The Almighty make . . - - - - - - ped up from the 'other' place. "You can never write en\:mgh fuc- . ·
We're talking greasy hair , biker kin' songs about sex," says Ricky,
gear and totally wild tattooes; by and goes on to prove it by singing
this point we are all well aware the umpteenth song concerned
that The Almighty are not here to with that subject. " .. some bitch
spread the word of God , as I'm told me that she was easy/ Sweet
sure that Jesus would not approve sixteen she tried to please me .. "
of the swearing that is spurted out · Good, clean fun from Glasgow's
Simon -~ellas '
in large doses. "I know you all fuc- wildest sons. ·

of heaven.

THE ALMIGHTY
·Venue
. AT LAST the world's best
· kept secret is out - The
Almighty are in fact a gospel
band, or at least so it seemed
as the religous sound of organ
music wafted out through the
dry ice on the stage, creating
a Hollywood-like impression

BIRDLAND
The Network
· OH SHIT, here come the
Sex Pistols! Cue spontaneous
violence and riots in the
street! Birdland are an

A warm welcome awaits you at the

ARGYLE
BAR
A fine selection of real ales
OPEN ALL DAY

A selection of home-cooked lunches
served between 12 noon and 2pm
You'll find us at -

15 Argyle Place
Edinburgh

•

enigma; how can a-band with
such
presence,
peerless
talent and devastatingly good
looks be so shit? it be · that
their own songs are of such
poor quality that not even
Hazell Dean would deign
them fit to put on her new
album? Or perhaps is it tnar

THE

NEVV
BIKE
SHOP

SAlI
MOUNTAIN BIKES
.FOR SALE OR HIRE
LOCHRIN PLACE
TOLLCROSS
2286363
£5oH
with this ad

Rob, the singer, has a voice
that is better suited to caterwauling? Maybe. And, having written the handbook of
manufactured raucousness
themselves, the synchronised
jumping, spitting at the audience and guitar throwing was
merely a formality.
That said, the atmosphere was
very goo9. Perhaps the audience
were prepared, having heard the
maxim, "Expect the worst and you
won't be surprised." Birdland did
their best and couldn't have tried
any harder. Their bad-boy, "Fuck
You" attitude is god fun to watch
and although it shocked nobody
and becomes somewhat tiresome
after their normal set length of 4
minutes, who cares?
"This is Birdland and Birdland
are Rock 'n' Roll Niggers! " Now
that's what I call an encore introduction. These guys really know
how to have a good time. There
are three reasons for this being the
best part of the concert; first,
Rock'n'Roll Nigger isn't their
song; second, they smiled whilst
playing it( love the pearly whites,
girls!); and finally, it was the last
song that they played. Birdland
may be shite, but that's not too
bad if you still haven't progressed
from your anal stage.
Kieran McNaUy

THE PALE Saints are the
latest in a long line of classic
popsters to emerge from the
much touted 4AD stables. Since
the release of their stunning
debut EP, Barging Into The
Presence of God, in September of
last year the 'Saints have become
revered by the popular music
press. Since then they've toured
extensively, picking up a large
cult following, and managed to
gain indie super status with two
entries in John Peel's Festive
Fifty. But don't be put off by the
"indie" tag, this is big sounding,
big thinking music.
And it's not just raw power pop
either. Fractured, fragmented
guitar waterfalls cascade
everywhere (honest) and even

the feedback is glorious! The
'Saints glide effortlessly over
ground previously tread by mere
mortals. Ian Master's voice
so.othes gently in a near ambient
fashion through tracks like A
Deep Sleep For Stephen and the
breathtaking She Rides The
Waves. After working with
talented producers, Gil Norton
and John Fryer, they have just
released their brilliant debut LP,
The Comforts Of Madness, to
further universal acclaim.
So, if you want to hear celestial,
timeless and innovative pop
classics then The Pale Saints are
the band for you. But don't just
take my word for it, see them at
the Venue this Thursday. Kieron .
Mellotte
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THE SUGARCUBES

. PRETTY BOY FLOYD
Leather Boyz With Electric
Toyz
MCALP
THE DRY ice swirlls
ghostly screams fill the air, while
a1_1 extra from the Rocky Horror
Pict~. Show flits past
myst~nously. The air clears the
lights blaze and our heroes ;trot
· seductively into their leather clad
~sition! pouting and hoping that
thiS parbcular colour of lipstick
doesn't clash with their tattoos.
Get the picture.
·
This is rock and roll, and
Pretty Boy Floyd are not going to
let us .forge_~ it. They're "Rock And
Roll Outlaws" with only "48 Hours
To Rock And Roll". Steve 'Sex'
Summers on lead vocalz and
sex~oyz (that'~ what ,i~ ~..'t,x) gives
a g~tmpse .of h!s rock n ~tl nipple
whilst Kristy Krash' Maj01:s
(guitarz and anxiety) lets loose on
the guitar solos.
But, I mustn't mock at
least th~y're not making any'
pretensiOns to greatness: "We're
leather boyz with electric tovz and
we're making noiyz tonight"." And
to tell the truth they sound as if
they're having a bloody good time.
There are enough cliches in this
record to fill, well, a book about
cliches, but what the hell, they
don't care.
Jill Franklin

MUTE DRIVERS
Everyone
One Little Indian LP
AFIER THE tuneful
single, Boomtown, I certainly
wasn't expecting this from the
Mute Drivers. Instead of the
polished chartbound follow through
we are given a collection of
sharply pointed spears to throw at
the establishment.
These songs are stripped
down to the bare essentials.
Thus, they are more direct and
infinitely more intense. Company
Chairman tramps unrepentantly
into REM territory, with a guitar
line similar to that of Finest
W orksong, and tells a tale of
capitalistic greed and Thatcherism.
Hey Mikhail is an irreverent
attack on the at the America of
Bush and Reagan, while House of
Cards and Government Man bring
the message, and part of the
blame, home to Thatcher's
doorstep.
Pop has never been so
direct and exuberant and we've
never been so undeserving.
Kieron Mellotte

Planet
One Little Indian Single
THE CRITICAL problem the
Sugarcubes face is that we have
all become dulled to their brilliance. The press backlash is more
to do with the fact that familiarity
with The Sugarcubes sound
means it's unfair to compare
recent recordings with their predecessors.
Planet, the second single from
the Here Today, Tomorrow,
Next Week! album is , typically ,
like no other record you arc likely
to hear- a gentle, Bjork-dominated tale of the Universe, the big
bang and somersaults over Jupiter. The 12'' features a wonderful
string version and the previously
unreleased Cidy. Best of all, the
backlash mean nothing to the
band - they know everything
they release is putting pearls
before swine.
James Haliburt~n

LITTLE ANGELS
Kicking Up Dust
Polydor Single
I used to work with a girl
who assured me she was good
friends with this lot. I'd have kept
it bloody quiet myself. It's not as
if anyone needs another bunch of
nicely permed rockers with their
phoney American accents and
medium paced "I want to see your
hands in the air right now" metal
bilge. True to form, Kicking Up
Dust is an unimaginative and
utterly uninspiring waste of time.
Hopeless.
Robin MitcheU
UGLY AS SIN PAIN

China single
UGLY AS Sin, as the name
seems to suggest, are not very
attractive. But this is not the type
of dirty, gritty, hardcore unattractiveness that would endear them
to the thousands of unwashed
goths that roam the nations
graveyard at night. Instead we
have the sort of cliche-ridden
pap, that at best could be called
.goth by numbers. Absent are
both the cutting edge of bands
like The Nephilim or Melrose and
Grimm, or even the atmosphere
of The Sisters of Mercy. All we
have to console ourselves with is
mind numbing pop and insipid
lyrics. It does nothing and therefore it amounts to nothing.
Keiron Mellotte

JAGGED EDGE
Trouble
Polydor Mini Album
THE ALMIGHTY
Power
Polydor EP
TWO despicable little records from two despicable little
bands. The Almighty are slightly better than Jagged Edge, but that's
no compliment. After all, Goebel was slightly better than Hitler.
The Almighty come on like a lobotomized Zodiac Mindwarp,
just without the double entendres. And as a Zodiac record without
any references to his "lightning rod" is about as worthwhile a prospect
as an edition of Bullseye without the God-like genius that is Jim
Bowen, you can safely rely on the Almighty's lack of talent Jagged
Edge wouldn't know a double entendre if it jumped up out of the ground
and shouted, "Let me touch your big organs" at them. The AJplighty
may be dreadful- they do after all, sing about "wild and wonderful
women" who "drive me f-wording crazy" -but they really are left
·
standing by Jagged Edge in any contest for appalling-ness.
We're here dealing with a collection of four long-haired and
·
exceptionally ugly young men who have no shame at all. None. They
brazenly admit to having toured with Ozzy Osboume. They plaster
the inside sleeve of their vile offering with photographs of themselves
in the recording studio, looking raunchy and intense. And long-haired
and ugly. That same studio looks to contain two unacceptable things:
a wall plastered with pictures of "foxy chicks" [and I momentarily slip
into JaggedEdgespeak] tom from the latest edition of Cunning Stunts
Gentlemen's Arts Magazine; and a producer who bears more than a
passing resemblence to Christopher Biggins. Unforgiveable. And then
there's the lyrics. Whoever came up with this lot makes Princess
Diana look like a possible winner on Going for Gold. . . "Rosy, Rosy,
won't you wind me up?/Rosy, Rosy, won't you strut your stuff?" being a
fairly typical gem. The music itself- plodding and laced with clumsy
guitar solos is as predictable as the cut of the band's trousers [rather
tight, especially in the vicinity of their oh-so-large toilet-parts).
Both the records are quite milk-curdlingly bad, and bolh bands
deserve a Salaman Rushdie type death sentence to be placed upon
them for their contributions to music. Time for the Iranians to get
busy.
John Tuson

Competition &results
Competitions - they just get better and ~tter. Last ~eek it was copies ?f L~oyd Cole's wond~rful album
and this week it's tickets to see the worlds most exciting and controversial hip hop band, Pubhc Enemy.
It seems by your entries to -the Cole competition the old crooner has not lost that hard-to-def!.ne sex
appeal, with all but one of the entrants being female. Those lucky enough to get the answer nght were:
Sarah Falconer (Pollock Halls), Marie-Ciaire Taylor (West Nicolson St) and Sharon Ramsey
(Philosophy Dept).
, .
.
.
They all correctly answered that the promotional Walkm3?s for Cole s smgle No B_lue Skles ~as a fndge
(think CFCs and the ozone layer), and can collect their pnzes from ~e S_tudent offices on Fnday at 1pm.
This weeks competion will enable two lucky winners to take a special fnend along to the B~owlands_on
the 27th of March
to see the very wonderful Public Enemy. Simply answ~r the _followmg question
and give the music pages a phone on 558 1117/8 before lpm on Tuesday and a parr of tickets courtesy of
Regular Music will be winging their way to you.
·
For which film by Spike Lee did Public Enemy pen the single Fight The Power?
.~

...
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were a touch uneasy as a result,
and didn 't seem sure whether to
giggle or applaud at times . F:ven
the piano music . which seemed so
stark and compelling at the beginning, tended to grate a bit on the
nerves by the end because of its
repetitiveness - it was like one of
those nightmares where you see
the same scene over and over

THE LAST DANCE
Theatre Workshop
16- 17 February

"WHERE does our memory
begin?" This rhetorical question provided the starting
point for Teatr Blik's 90
minute show; where aspects
of contemporary Polish life
and culture were explored in
juxtaposition with Poland's
history. What seems like a
dreary recipe for an entertainment was, however,
made unique by the highly
original use of mime and
dance, with modern Polish
music as a backdrop. The
starkly minimal black-andwhite set and sparse use of
props meant that we relied
much more on the players'
facial expressions and movements to tell us what was
going on - for there was no Blik's highly individual use of and exaggerated, with a blackly
mime is different from the typical surreal edge of humour that one
dialogue to help us.
The show was, as a result, 'slapstick' we have come to
somewhat disturbing - for Teatr expect. Instead, it was grotesque

can ony assume is peculiar to
Poland. Would you call two

towards women and yet are the

THE SENSIBLE FOOT- most voracious critics of sexual
WEAR COMPANY
harassment
and
rape.
Interspersed with some sharp
character observations and a
lively style of presentation the first
_ _ _ ___::..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ . few sketches promised an enterAFTER THEIR success at taining and genuinely funny evenlast year's Festival, expecta- ing which alas it was not to be.

Assembly Rooms
15 February

tions for the return visit of
this comic, feminist trio were
high. Unfortunately, the
standard of their performance did not quite meet
expectations. •The cabaret,
entitled "Spit it Out" consisted _of rapidly changing
sketches, interspersed with
short songs. Both sketch and
song were largely based on
women, their attitudes and
attitudes towards them in
contemporary society·

The trio kicked off the show
with an original and amusing
allegory of a horse race commen. tary with each 'horse' taking the
role of a celebrated sportswoman.
· The pompous, male commentary
satirised the patronising sexism of
many broadcasters perfectly. A
humorous caricature of male lager
Ultimately, it was a show where
louts followed - questioning the you found yourself wishing the
mentality of many males who are end would come sooner rather
Jeremy Richmond
aggressive in their attitude than later.

A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO SEE AS MANY
AS 60 ALTERNATIVE COMEDIANS- FOR FREE!

TICKETS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR THESE RECORDINGS
WHICH TAKE PLACE IN THE MORNINGS AND AFTERNOONS OF:

19 FEBRUARY-22 FEBRUARY
26 FEBRUARY-2 MARCH
5 MARCH-9 MARCH
APPLY BY TELEPHONE OR IN WRITING TO:

SCOTTISH TELEVISION, THE GATEWAY STUDIO
'
EDINBURGH EH7 4AH. 031-557 4554

This could be seen as a comment on the show as a whole frankly, I found it repetitive and
its pointless obscurity left me
cold. It was an ambitious idea for
a show- perhaps too much so. The
scope of such an undertaking
demands more than the confines
of mime can offer - but yet , withTeatr Blik
out the mime, the show would be
grown men parading in spangled profoundly unentertammg. A
lurex jock-straps and hitting each striking show - but too bizarre for
other with whips "humorous?" the likes of me .
Karen Virapen
Neither would I. The audience
Audience

The first half of the pfay seems
mt?rely to be a tale of suspense, as
Sir David Metcalfe QC defends
himself against the charge of murdering his wife. The expected
twist in the tale does not come
however as the events of the night
of the death are revealed.

involvement

was

usual legal stereotypes ( sarcastic
judge, pompous prosecutor etc. )
but both Edward De Souza · (
Anthony Blair-Booth QC ) and
Michael Bevis (Mr Justice Tredwell ) carried off their roles with
· conviction creating many amusing
moments. The best line of the
night however came when a bit of
scenery collapsed and the Judge
reproofed the giggling audience,
saying sternly "Silence in court."
intensity of love and pain that lift
it far above the usual who- dunnit
. mystery.

Both Frank Finlay and Wendy
Craig gave superb performances .
McCusker play the part of a wife

IN A BARREN setting,
empty apart from a table and
a window in the surrounding
walls, "Love Story of the
Century"
describes
one
woman's life and relationship
with her brilliant husband - a
genius who resorts to bingeing on drink, violence and
infidelity.
Hanna

and

Mary

It would have been easy to overact the traumatic emotions portrayed in the second half and kill
the play but instead the actors
poignantly conveyed all the love,
laughter and pain of their situation. The poetry of Dylan Thomas .
became a medium through which
the characters could voice their
own intense emotions and the
final poem was spoken with just
the right amount of choked emotion by Frank Finlay.
The carefully designed set and
skilful use of voice overs also
added to the professional polish of
the performance. Before the show
I had been rather apprehensive
that it would prove mediocre but
all-round excellent performances
created an evening of humour and
sadness. Definitely a show worth
seeing.
Fiona Gordon

forth between them, as the story
describes the barbarity associated
with alcoholism and the deterioration of a once happy marriage.
Dramatic and intense, the setting
remains the same throughout the
play , ensuring a claustrophobic
and stifling atmosphere.
·Though initially empty, by the
end, the floor is haphazardly
strewn with bottles, books and
roses and the resultant mess adds
to the chaos and topsy-turveydom
produced by alcohol, so that the

play is visually effective. About a
woman, written by a woman and
starring two women , the show is
primarily concerned with the
adversities endured by the female
race. On reading her grandmother's diary , it is found that she
suffered similarly through marriage, and the recurrent use of 'sisters' throughout the monologue,
implies the presence of a strong
sting of feminism. The intensity of
such a play is therefore strong and
it 's current length too long; so that
though being well performed, ·
with good lighting and an effective
set, a shorter version would be
more appropriate, due to the intimacy and dramatic nature of such
a show.
Catharine May

indin so;n reveals his true col-

McNee) deserves praise for more

This production by the Department of Hispanic studies offered a
faithful but refreshing interpretation of Buero Vallejo's work. The
highly polished performances of
the four principal characters were
an unexpected delight. The power
struggle between oppressor and
resistor was incarnated in the
appropriately burly figures of Phil
Swanson (Valindin) and Ben
Kennedy (David); while pig-inthe-middle
Adriana
(Nicky

shy disciple.
The highlight of the play had to
be the hilarious scene in which the
blincj musicians, dressed in grotesque clowns' costumes, wearing
spectacles and supposedly reading .
from sheets of music, performed
in the cafe of St. Ovide. But the
audience's laughter served to
remind us that we are as guilty as
Valindin of the prejudices which
beget discrimination and oppression.
.
Althea Muirbead

LOVE STORY. OF THE and mother who is striving to
write against a backdrop of chilCENTURY
dren and a demanding husband .
Traverse Theatre
These are the sole participants in a
monologue which passes back and
13 - 18 February

Gillian

A SERIES OF NEW COMEDY GAME SHOWS
BEING RECORDED BY SCOTTISH TELEVISION
AT THE GATEWAY STUDIOS IN EDINBURGH

Would you call two
spangled jock -straps
humorous?

BEYOND REASONABLE constant throughout as we
became the jury, chortling at all of
DOUBT
· the sly quips passed between the
King's Theatre
Judge and rival QC's. The characters here only seemed to fit the
19 - 24 February

THE OPENING NIGHT of
Jeffrey Archer's West- End
As with most satire there is a hit "Beyond Reasonable
risk of the satirist assuming a man- Doubt" pulled in the crowds
tie of superiority and the trio to the King's for an evening
· proved itself prone to this risk. of high quality entertainInstead of providing a ridicule of ment.

both sexes' attitude towards each
other, they slipped into a 'them
and us' mode - a purile and
unfunny assumption that all men
are sexist by implication, that
feminist women (like them?) are
beyond reproach. Perhaps it
showed a lack of original material
as even their character observa. tions
became
predictable
rehashes of old 'Wood and Walters' sketches. More surprising for
a group with a reputation for originality was the increasingly frequent presence of a Frankie Howard style of toilet humour which
did not fit easily into the three performers' style.

ag~in.

EL CONCIERTO DE SAN ours; the project is nothing more than holding her own in a maleOVIDIO
than another money-making dominated cast. But the most conscheme in which the blindmen are vincing performance by far came
Adam House
in the shape of Timmy Krishnan's
ridiculed.
Donato, David's excruciatingly
14-16 February
FAITH CAN MOVE
MOUNTAINS. This is the
principal
motif
behind
Antonio Buero Vallejo's
allegorical drama.
Entrepreneur and pretended
philanthropist Valindin, employs
a group of blind musicians, formerly reliant on charity for their
living, to
. perform in. a concert at
the festival of St. Ov1de. But Val-
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tradition
representing
women as some kind of exterScottish National Gallery of nal ideal. Her art is an
attempt to portray the body
Modern Art
as we really live in and
until18 March
experience it.
Her most striking work is a
G WEN HARD
is a young series of paper reliefs and
Scottish artist who is known sculptures. Their texture is carefor her innovative treatment fully built up to represent skin and
the general impression is tactile
of the female form . Her aim
and earthy. They are very much
·is to reclaim a way of portray- alive and one of her reliefs "Dancing the female body that is ing" is a particularly inspired combased on sensual intuition bination of practical solidity and
rather than the masculine swaying movement. These works
GWENHARDIE

lE

THE DECADE AHEAD
The Scottish Gallery

until27 February
Just as 1989 brought an
epidemic of eighties retrospectives , so 1990 is bringing a
rash of nineties predictions
'Th D
d Ah d'
h
ea at t e
e eca e
Scottish Gallery showing the
work of twelve Scottish artists
and
twelve
Scottish
craftsmen is an exhibition in
'
this vein. These are artists
. .
.
.
who 1t IS beheved will feature
prominently in the art scene
of the future; perhaps this is a
new decade title for another
iYOUng talent exhibition, since
many of the artists were
hardly sunk in oblivion last
.
W tt f
d eca d e . Al tson
a
or

SHIFT 93: MIXED MEDIA
WORKS BY JOHN COLLINS
Collective Gallery
until3 March
EACH INDIVIDUAL work
in this exhibition is involving
in itself, but taken together,
the images suggest a powerful, if at times disjointed, .
theme. The artist is passionately concerned with the process of deconstruction and

I

are all very stylised but they do so
seem to contain a warm and affectionate representation of something that is very basically human .
Hardie's pictures are an
interesting collection though of
varied quality . Some of them have
a certain impact and one of them
"Coupling" is a powerful and
unsentimental repre entation of
physical union . It portrays huge
faceless forms and personal identity seems to play no part in the
contact that is being made. In contrast her watercolours "The African Sketchbook" are a more light
hearted and colourful treatment
of the ge·neral theme.
Her most recent work is a series
of black and white canvases
designed to represent the skin
either in microscopic detail or as
some kind of cosmic configuration
see.n from a great distance. I
found these pieces very disappointing. They are a fairly grim
collection and lack the lively and
forceful humanity that runs
through the rest of her work.
In general, however, her work
is very promising and often moving. Hardie succeeds in her challenging ambition to portray the
female body "from within" and
the powerofher intuition .and
her ability to represent it make
this an impressive exhibition.
Clare Thornley

instance, painted a much dis- figures hovering in shadowy
cussed portrait of the Queen uncertainty at the sides of the canMother last year and hardly vas_ have_ equal presence through
.
their qmet strength. I was also
needs . talen~ spottmg ~R<;>yal · drawn to the work of the
portrait~ l;Jemg a_s~e stgi_I of craftsmen; especially to Philip
success tf not arttsttc ment ) .. Eglin's beautiful earthenware
Far from being up and corn- figures with their glazed colours ,
ing she has arrived which ample curves and madonna like
judging from the impressive expressions. GaliaAmsel'ssugary
CV's is true of many of her glassware ~as the ~runchy texture
of a crystalised fruit and the shape
·colleagues here ·
ofVikingships.
Unfortunately this exhibition!s
The works in this well laid out bold title makes you view the
and
k ·
f h
h
·
exhibition are varied
wor m terms o w at t e artist
accomplished; no artist lets the
·11
t d
th th
h ·
(
h
WI go pn o o_ ra er an w at Is
standard drop except per aps shown. There IS a lot here to get
Murray Robertson with his enthusiastic about but little that is
ghastly science fiction images ) .new. So if this is art for the
though some make more impact nineties in embryo then the outthan others. Peter Maclaren's pop look is positive but not challengart 'Jackson Polloklike paintings in_g o_r innov~tive . A good exhibicatch your eye not least because
t l h 11
b t1
they occupy a huge amount of tiOn ~n a ~ y _IS ga ery u wonwall, yet Peter White 's marvell- der ~f this IS really the stuff of
1999 s recollections.
ous sand toned oils with their
Vicki Miller
transmutation, both of the
individual and of society.
Consequently, his works
express a personal journey of
awareness and a political and
idealogical statement.
Two works show split sections
of the human body in diagramatical form. Reminiscent of anatomical drawings, the familiar textbook organs are distorted to represent a rediscovery of the psyche
and the soul. That this process can
be a violent and destructive one is
borne out in the vivid, discordant
colours Collins uses p.articularly in
one unsettling image, heavy-

John Collins

thur day, february 22, 1990

handedly entitled -"More Hysteria".
On a wider scale, Collins uses
both natural and man-made materials to emphasise the disintegration of contemporary power structures and promote an alternative,
more ecologically sound order.
Working with wood, stone, iron
and brick alongside paper, paint
and cloth, Collins' organic imagery of roots swelling into an abundance of growth and fertility, is
energetically executed and creative. Conversely, the rough figure
of a bishop scrawled in black paint
across the pages of a financial
paper forms an entirely sterile
image. His most effective works
are the simple but highly stylised
paintings of a fish and an eagle
which , draw heavily on traditional
Canadian Indian art.
The exhibition is provocative,
unsettling and odd in that Collins
shows an absolute disregard for
his lack of technical drawing ability; a weakness particulrly apparent in his figurative work. His
work is intellectually and creatively vigorous although not
entirely accomplished . Perhaps a
large.r exhibition would express
the artist's ideas with greater clarity as the few on show seem to represent fragments of a stronger,
wider vision.
Joanna Swanson

John Elliott
with the ability to play solo and
give the illusion of a small combo
- and John McLaughlin's all
encompassing combination of
blues, bebop, free and fusion.
Sarabanda, Taylor's first permanent group features pianist, ·
WHEN
MARTIN Dave Newton. This Scottish
TAYLOR appeared on stage demon only a few years ago cornit was as though we had been pleted the Leeds College of Music
suddenly transported back in "Jazz and Light" music ~ourse.
time fifteen years to the mid - Newton mad~ London hls base
,
.
.
but on Fnday returned to
1970 s. The combmatiOn of demonstrate
his
faultless
· carefully gr.oomed shoulder technique and impeccable taste- a
length
hatr and
beard rare combination.
together with closely cut suit
Also performing were
made for an air of incon- Melanic O'Reilly and Watch
gruity. However, none of this What Happens". This recently
mattered once the virtuoso of forme~ l?cal band pe_~ormed sev.
eral ongmal compositiOns as well
gm tar started to play· What as standards such as "Old Devil
he lacked in stage presence Moon " and "Body and Soul".
was more than compensated Especially beautiful were the
by his effortless technique renditions in hot Latin groove
and inspired melodic impro- whi~h enab~ed their doub!e pervisations.
cuss1on sectiOn to be exploited.
Local men Brian Shiels (bass)
Taylor is well known in jazz
spheres for, playing along side and _John R:ae (drums~ ?eserve
such names as Stephanie Grapelli sp~c1al credit for prov1dmg the
and Buddy De Franco. His style sohd rhythm sectiOn fo~ both
falls somewhat in between Joe bands throughout the evemng.
Pass's rock solid mainstream John Elliot
• • • • •• • • • • • •
TAYLOR'S
MARTIN
SARABANDA
-------------Queen's Hall
16 February

SNO _
Usher Hall
16 February

THE

MANFRED Symphony, with its unconventional
programme-based
structure gains even more
than most of Tchaikovsky's
major works from a spectacular performance, and that it
certainly received from the
SNO and Bryden Thomson.

the dark orchestration and strong
dissonances of the first movement, the delicately scored
scherzo with its rapidly changing
kaleidoscope of sound representing a waterfall and the lyrical
serenity ofthe pastoral movement
all made their point eloquently.

Taiwanese soloist Cho-Liang
Lin joined the orchestra for Prokofiev's violin concerto no . 2. A
useful frame of reference for this
work is Prokofiev's ballet Romeo
and Juliet as there are many "reminiscences" within the score. I
have heard more acidic and ultimately more devilish accounts of
Thomson's
feeling
for Prokofiev's fun and games in the
Tchaikovskian rubato was persua- outer movements but none more
sive and spontaneous sounding. brilliantly dispatched. Lin shaped
His interpretation of the outer the melodies gracefully and the
movements was broad and spa- fabulously scored intonation was
cious. Perhaps a tauter, more impressive, but he could have
urgent manner is the norm for a injected some strident aggre sion
of in the rebelliou section . Thomcoherent
account
Tchaikovsky's discourse , but the son's direction of the accompaniparadox was that with the brea~th ment was loose and clumsy, e pewe~t a fine control of tenston cially in the Andante where there
which ensured that ~very move- . was no groundswell against which
meht ~as capped wtth_ an over- Lin 's improvisatory counterpoints
whelmmgly powerful chmax. The could soar.
melancholy sweep generated by .
Alan Campbell

rdm
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SCENES
FROM
THE
CLASS STRUGGLE IN
BEVERLY HILLS
Dir. Paul Bartel
Odeon
THE LENGTHS publicity
agents will go to to try and
make a turkey seem palatable. Scenes From The Class
Struggle in Beverly Hills is
glowingly described as a .
"wickedly funny contempor- .
ary restoration comedy."
Wtjll, it isn't. Not funny, and
about as far removed from a
restoration comedy as How. ard the Duck.
The title, about the only promising aspect of tis whole farago, is
misleading: there is no class struggle, merely a tired parade of sexual exploits linked by the most
tenuous of plots. Juan, manservant in a wealthy mansion finds
himself threatened by gambling
creditors. To pay the required
$5000 he makes a deal with his fellow employee, the bisexual
Frank. If Juan can seduce Clara, a
"nearly forgotten sitcom queen"
(Jacqueline Bisset in a role that is
probably too close for comfort)
before he h~s his way with Clara's

su

Jacqueline Blsset and Ed Begley Jnr.ln Scenes From The Class Struggle in Beverly Hills
friend Lisabeth, then he'll pay
him the money. If not, Frank has
sex with Juan. Squeezed into this.
worn framework are a range of
characters so one-dimensional
and dramatically impotent that it
is hard to imagine any director

giving his go-ahead to the project.~
The characters are an irrelevance,
serving no purpose whatsoever
save to go to bed with one another
and rush woodenly into rooms at
inopportune moments. Pedro
Almodavar carried a similar.con..-

movie -starts. I assume therefore

with a number of serious issues
and only succeeds in trivialising
them. In particular, there is the
sub-plot of the talented Glaswegian astrophysicist denied the
chance to compete with the
English who becomes a teacher,

that it refers to the star's bookish,
WHEN IF ALL IN LOVE
musician fri~nd who moons over
Dir. Taylor Hackford
the wife and eventually sleeps
WHEN your · gallant film with her in a weekend of wild pas' editor first asked me to sion in Paris. I must admit that I
review this film many weeks never saw this as much more than
a rather drawn-out sideshow. It
ago, it came under the title seems
that the producers had
Everyone's
All-American. . other ideas
Then it was a minor AmeriI saw the film on video, a samcan . release
running ple preview from Fast Forward
unashamedly straight to who, at that stage, were deciding
video. Now it returns for whether to but it for their shops. I
cinematic release under the wrote on a comments slip they had
deliberately neutral title of attached "boring, predictable
American weepie". My American
When I Fall In Love.
girlfriend Binky, who was visiting
1t is the story of an English
home counties historian, known
to his adoring students as the Gray
(sic) Kipper (Dennis Quaid) and
his girlfriend and later wife (Jessica Lange). It follows his career
from being a successful, lionised
undergraduate star, through continued success at Johns Hopkins
University to an eventual drunken, boorish retirement. I was initially puzzled by the film's new
title: both of the main protagonists are in love when the

at the time, wrote "Quite enjoymaybe we Americans like to
weep sometimes." Take your
pick. I'll let these comments stand
as my review, at the peril of
attracting abuse from all those
who think that the film page only
prints negative reviews. (You 're
fired.)
To draw their ire further, let me
fill my word allocation with a few
specific points of criticism. In the
context of what is essentially a
very weak story, the film deals
ab!~,

Jessica Lange's appearance
provides and amusing diversion,
as the audience get to watch her
get younger as the film progresses.
As a college Bimbo, (or, in the
slang of the film, a Debra) she
looks positively middle-aged. As
a middle-aged, successful political
campaign organiser, she comes
much closer to the woman I
remember from Tootsie.
To end on a facetious note, the
final scene of the film - Dennis
Quaid tearfully realising that he
should have taken the job at Bristol instead of sinking into his
boorish ways- would make wonderful cinema if intercut with the
vomiting audience scene in Stand
By Me. As it stands~ however, it is
as boring and vacuous as the
whole film.
Alan Cooper

OI:>EON
0

In search of a killer, he found
someone who's either the love
of his life ... or the end of it.
ALP ACINO ELLEN BARK IN

SEA OF LOVE (18)

CLERK STREET

***MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM OUR TOP MOVIES***
RICK MORAN is in WALT DISNEY'S

HONEY, I SHRUNK THE KIDS (PG)

Sep perf 2.05, 5.05, 8.05

e

031-667 7331/2

1.15,3.45,6.15,8.45.

Can the relationship last?

WHEN HARRY MET SALLV (15) 6.30, 9.00 only except Tuesday 27th Feb.
A film about life, love and the
gentle art of raising children.
STEVE MARTIN

PARENTHOOD (15) ·
It could happen to you.
Sep perf 1.55, 4.55, 7.55.

~ALT DISNEY'S Latest Feature Cartoon OLIVER AND COMPANY (U) 1.30, 3.30 only.
JACOUELINE BISSET

RAYSHARKEY

SCENES FROM THE CLASS STRUGGLE IN BEVERLV HILLS
6.10, 8.40 only.
They're back zapping. GHOSTBUSTERS 11 (PG) 1.05, 3.35.
\r""UI l.UU, .j.LU, ::>.::>::>, ts.;$U.

1UM HANII.::> I unn11:n ANU , ,..,..,...,,

MICHAEL DOUGLAS
A cop on the edge.
A conspiracy on the rise.
A killer on the loose.

BLACK RAIN (18)
Sep perf 1.55, 4.55, 7.55.
Student discount available on Mondays
ONLY on production of current
matriculation card.

PAULNEWMAN

LOUTA DAVIDOVICH

BlAZE (15) 12.30, 3.05, 5.35, 8.25.

LATE NIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Mickey O'Rourke
Patrick Swayze
ROCKY HORROR
11.20
ROADHOUSE (18) 11.20
PICTURE SHOW 11.20

9 1kWEEKS(18)

SCOTTISH FILM PREMIERE FAMILy BUSINESS (15)
Sean Connery
Dustin Hoffman
Matthew Broderick
Tuesday 27th February at 8.00. Door 7.30 p.m.

cept off with better wit and style in
Women on the Verge ofA Nervous
Breakdown, but he understands
humour. This is a bedroom farce
without the farce, and it's·painful
to watch.
Perhaps it is wrong to even

lavish the praise of superficial
analysis on the movie but I don't
think it is an exaggeration to say
that Scenes ... is dangerous in its
emptiness. The basic concept of
the film, that sex is inherently
funny and funner still if we're
asked to believe that the partners
are in some way mismatched (say
a black woman and a crippled
boy), is both deeply offen~ive and
radically out of tune with today's
overwhelming need for caution.
Instead of social satire we are·
given a parade of bed-hopping
stereotypes. As well as the
cardboard cutouts of race and sexuality, women don't come out of it
too well either. They want sex,
sex, and sex, even if they don't
know it themselves. Liberation
comes with a penis, and it doesn't
matter whose!
The end credits give a rendition
of Cole Porter's Let's Misbehave,
but that is what Scenes ... doesn't
do. It challenges nothing, and
shores up prejudiced ignorance,
even failing to gain laughs on the
same level as a Carry On film.
Director and writer Paul Bartel
has moved on since Eating Raoul:
he's been given a big budget and
the transformation from radical to
reactionary seems to have come
with it.
William Parry

Video RevieW~·

ROSELYNE AND THE
LIONS
Dir: Jean-Jacques Beneix
THIS FILM was directed by
'Jean-Jacques Beneix, probably best known for Betty Blue
but, apart from the subtitles,
the two films seem to have little in common. Using a li~m
taming circus act as the subject offers scope for romance
and over the top adventure,
·but this film emphasises the
mundane aspects of circus
life. Instead of a close-knit
community and
endless
daredevil acts being per. formed, the film focuses on
factors such as gloomy hotel
rooms, rigorous work with
the aiPmals, fro:rn feeding
and cleaning to training to
training sessions, and the
commercial aspect of the circus.
There are cliches; Roselyne is

very beautiful, a fact that the circus director uses to add to publicity to make her the star, which
ultimately causes problems between her and fellow trainer
Thierry. However, for the most
part, the film sticks to its 'realistic'
approach. What little we see of
the relationship between the two
trainers concentrates on the strain
that follows the difficulties they
encounter on leaving home , and
the rivalry that accompanies their
success. Even their rapport with
the lions isn't idealised, there is no
Born Free approach and you are
genuinely not sure how the lions
will react. ·
The characters are well played
and the scenes carefully shot, with
the training cage dominating the
screen from the opening credits.to
the finale, and providing t~e
centre of all tension. The film ~~
very slow and at times predictable, but it is well made and the
final act holds you, as if you were
watching from the circus arena
itself.
Sarah Thomson

-------
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arks
Robert Louis Steven ·an's 'Or
Jekyll and Mr Hyde' and Stoker's
'Dracula' . He's very underrated .
Just because horror's a genre
that's not given much credence,
people don't rate King as a writer.
But what he does - he does very
well.
He tries to frighten rather than
to disgust and horrify . It's the
dramatic 'icy fingers up your
spine' that's so good. ' It' is a o
thousand page long, absolute cl;s~
.
SIC.
James 'Porky' Thomas, the out.
R b Cl b C t .
.
go mg
ug y
u
ap am, IS
someone I admire, though I take
·ck
t fh'
t
the m1 ey ou o 1m cons ant 1y.
James was born in Yorkshire on
the 23rd of January 1968, and was
educated at public school. He's
the most classic bufty I've ever
met. He can stand at a bar and talk
the hind legs off a donkey and can
get anything organised ... the only
word for him is 'bufty'.

. Roddy Dunlop,
Captain of the University Rugby Club and a
2nd year law student,
talked to Zoe Pagnamenta on the subject of his heroes ...

·" There are millions of
people I admire. I can't think
of that many people who
really inspire me - who I
could class as 'heroes':
Finlay Calder was the captain of
·the Lions on their victorious tour
of Australia last year, and captain
of the Scottish team for the 88-89
season . As a player he's very
aggressive. He plays in the back
row, as I do- he plays as I'd like to
play, but nothing like how I do
play.
I admire his leadership qualities
most of all. He's a very eloquent,
soft-spoken guy. He's not what
you'd expect when you've seen
him on the pitch. He doesn'tcome
on the telly and grunt at you- he'll
sit and explain what happened,
and the team's tactics. He's got a
mind. He's a very good ambassador for the sport.
What marks has he left on soci- Stud marks.

I li~e John Wayn~ , because he. Ever since I played cowboys and
~oesn t take any sh1t. H~ loo~ed indians in the backyard, and said
h~e he.had a really good hfe, I hke •· 'get off your horse and drink your
h1s actmg.' and ~e comes ac~oss,as · milk' to my wee pals.
I've always admired my dad.
a total1_1usogyms~ alchoh.ohc. I m
not saymg that I m a m1sogynist . My dad's done what I want to do
alchoholic, alth~)Ugh many would He played rugby to a high stan~
say I am, but I hke what he stands dard. He did law, as I'm doing,
for...
became an advocate, and he's
now a part-time sheriff before
I guess cowboys and rugby graduating to be a full-time
players share a similar kind of sheriff. He's doing, and has done,
camaraderie, they both like baked what I want to do , and he's done it
beans, like to drink, sing songs, well.
and yeah, the¥ both ' ride hard
Stephen King is a superb writer
. -I've read all his books. I did a disand stay in the saddle longer'.
John Wayne's best film was sertation on him for my SYS
definitely 'The Cowboys'(1972).
English, corn
his work to

A _promising future awaits graduates in Electrical/
Electronics and Chemical Engineering with Total
Oil Marine.

ELECTJUCAL!ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER
We need a graduate engineer to assist in the
preparation of engineering modifications arid in
extending and modifying existing plant systems.
Over the 2 year training period, Total will
increase your responsibility to ever-more
complex tasks, offering a wide range of project
experience from conception to installation and
encouraging progression to Chartered status if
required.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
We're looking for 2 Chemical Engineering
Graduates to undertake our 2 year training
scheme, initially offshore, on our Alwyn
Installation.
Very much a hands-on position, you will gain
exposure to almost every aspect of oil
production and be at the sharp end of operating
procedures on start-up, isolating machinery,
permit to work, wireline and downhole
problems.
Depending on your own aptitude and interests
you can progress into computer or plant based
process engineering, onshore, and be assured of
invaluable career development opportunities.
If you wish to progress to Chartered status we
will provide every encouragement

He's a very decent , very funny
guy. He doesn't have much hair
left at the moment becau e we cut
it all off on Monday. He i particularly famous for hi stnptea e at
Ladies' Rugby Club Event .
He's very good at per. uading
talented boys to join the Club boys who could play 1st or 2nd
divi~ion Rugby. He's good at prese?tmg the ~ugby Club as a g~eat
thmg to be m. He has orgamsed
I
. I h
~ most smg e.- andedly' our cornmg tour to Z1mbabwe, m March _
·
h
~ettmg toget er ~ponsors and
events, even a safan tnp ..
James didn't worry about his
playing, and did a classic job as
Club Captain. Ideally he should
have been Club Captain forever .
Has HE left any marks on society? - Skid marks .. That'll go
down well."

I. TOUCH OF EVIL
Orson Welles, Charlton Heston and
Marlene Deitrich
2.30 pm, 6.15 pm, 8.30 pm Mon

FILM

2. THE ACCUSED
6.00 pm, 8.15 pm Mon

FILMHOUSE
LOTHIAN ROAD

2282688

1. DO THE RIGHT THING
2.30 pm, 6 pm; Thurs
ROSALIE GOES SHOPPING
All is well for Rosalie and her 37 credit
cards until a computer disrupts her life.
8.45 pm Thurs

2. KENNETH ANGER 3
Collection of short films.
3.00 pm, 6.45 pm, 8.45 pm Thurs
I. DO THE RIGHT THING
2.30pm, Fri
ROSALIE GOES SHOPPING
5.15 pm, 7.30 pm, 8.45 pm Fri

2. KENNETH ANGER 3
3.00 pm, 6.45 pm, 8.45 pm Fri

l.LABOHEME
Film version of Puccini's opera.
2.30, 6.30, 8.30 Tues
2. THE ACCUSED
6.00, 8.15 pm Tues
I. DRUGSTORE COWBOY
2.30 pm, 6.30 pm, 8.45 pm Wed

2. IDENTIFICATION OF A WOMAN

3.00 pm, 5.45 pm, 8.15 pm Wed

2. LE GRAND CHEMIN

TRAVERSE THEATRE
2262633

SUSPENDED SENTENCES
Multi-media perlormance involving
sculptor Malcolm Paynter and
choreographer Julie Wilson.
Until Sun 25 Feb.
7.30pm
£5/B
CHANGES IN THE HOME
Vie Robertson explores the domestic
pressures caused by three sisters living
together.
Thurs22 Feb
7pm

EXHIBITIONS

3. BLACK RAIN
2.00 pm, 5.00 pm , 8.00 pm

PARIS TEXAS
Feb 25, 8.30 pm GST

Student discount on Mondays.

THE SEVENTH VEIL
Feb 27, 6.45 pm Pleasance

ODEON
7 CLERK STREET

PANDORA'S BOX
Feb 27, 8.35 pm Pleasance

6677331

I. HONEY I SHRUNK THE KIDS

1.15 pm, 3.45 pm,6.15 pm , 8.45 pm

WOMEN ON THE VERGE OF A
NERVOUS BREAKDOWN
Friday 11.15 pm

1.05 pm , 3.35 pm
SCENES FROM THE CLASS
STRUGGLE IN BEVERLY HILLS
Times not available, phone to confirm.

38 HOME STREET

2. WHEN HARRY MET SALLY
6.30pm, 9pm
2284141
OLIVER AND COMPANY
- 1.30 pm. 3.30 pm

2.30 pm Friday
SHIRLEY VALENTINE
5.15 pm and 8.15 pm from Fri to Mon.
From Mon-Thurs 2.15 pm as well.

SOMETJiiNG WILD
12.55 am Friday

4. TURNER AND HOOCH
1.00 pm , 5.55 pm, 8.30 pm

THE FLY
1.00 am Saturday

5.BLAZE
With Paul Newman. Times not available,
phone to confirm.

3. WHEN HARRY MET SALLY
2 pm, 5 pm, 8.30 pm

Prices vary between £1.20 and £2.70
according to performance. Student
concessions on double bills.

NETHERBOW
43 HIGH STREET

BEDLAM
556 9579

~~~~~----~----

THE WINTER'S TALE
The Canopy Theatre Company, on tour
after a run in London, present
Shakespeare's play.
Until Sat 24 Feb
7.30pm
£3.501£2.50

MUSICAL STATUES
Aileen la Tourette's exploration of what
happened in the 16-year time gap in
Shakespeare's plays.
Thurs 22-Sat 24 Feb
1 pm
1.501£1

2291201

'
BEYOND REASONABLE DOUBT
Play by Jeffrey Archer and starring
Wendy Craig.
Until Sat 24 Feb.
7.30pm.
£5-£11

RICHARD DEMARCO
5570707

Lurie recording the lives of farm
labourers in South Africa, taken in
_January and February of 1989.
Until17 March
Tue-Sat 11 am-5.30 pm

QUEENST

105 HIGH STR~ET
557 1140 MYSELF?
_......;....;.;,.:....;,.....;.;....;..__ _ _ _ _ _~ New work by Terry Newman.
20 Feb-10 March
BITTER HARVEST
Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm
Exhibition of photographs by David

NATIONAL GALLERY
OF SCOTLAND
5568921

ENGLISH PORTRAITS AND
FIGURE DRAWINGS: 1600-1900
A selection from gallery's stock.
Throughout Feb and March
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm; Sun 2-5 pm

PORTFOUO GALLERY
220 1911

DAVID HARVEY: STRIKING POSES
24 Feb-22 March
Tues-Sat noon-5.30 pm

PORTRAIT GALLERY
5568921

JOHN SWANNELL
Portraits by this fashion photographer
including ones of Andy Warhol, Bob
Geldof, Grace Jones and Billy Connolly.
Until 2 April
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm; Sun 2-5 pm

LA BELLE ANGELE
HASTIE'S CLOSE

2252n4

5571020

PAT SEMPLE AND IRENE SCOTT
Recent work by these two artists; mostly
landscapes in watercolour.
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm; Sat 10 am-4 pm

IRANIAN NIGHTS

EUTC perlorm Howard Brenton and
Tariq Ali's play written in response to the
Salmon Rushdie affair.
Wed 21-Sat 24 Feb.
1.30pm

£]. 75 student concessions until 6 pm.

Normal price £2.60.

SHOT UP NORTH
A collection of photographs taken by
members of the Association of
Photographers who are based north of
London.
Unti125 Feb
Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm; Sat 11 am-4 pm

CLERKST

GRINDLAYST

2299697

JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK
Sean O'Casey's Dublin tenement
domestic tragedy.
Until Sat 3 March
7.45 pm (Sat Mats 17 & 24 Feb, 3.15 pm)
£3.501£6.50

BODY AND SOUL
Black and white prints of jaz stars by
. Marc Marnie.
Until 4 March
Moo-Sat 10 am-5 pin

MUSSELBURGH

6652240

WJIEN SMOKING IS BAD FOR YOU/
THE ERPINGHAM CAMP

GEORGE IV BRIDGE

THEATREVVORKSHOP
2264531

RONALDSTEVENSON
Exhibition that charts the life and times of
one of Scotland's best known
contemporary composers.
Untii28Feb
Mon-Fri 9.30 am-5 pm; Sat 9.30 11m-1
pm; Sun 2 pm-5 pm

225 7942

LOOK BACK IN TW
Stills and colour material from three
recent 1W productions: 'The Ice
Dragon' , 'It's No Secret' and 'Kiss of the
Spiderwoman'. Photographs by Jon
Stark.
Until 17 March
Moo-Sat 9.30 am-5.30 pm

CENTRAL UBRARY

369GALLERY
223COWGATE

CATS
Just when you thought you'd heard the
last of this, they go and extend the run for
three weeks.
Until24 Feb
7.30 pm (Wed & at Mat 2.30 pm)
£6.50-£12.50

34 HAMILTON PL

GEORGE IV BRIDGE

2255584

2255425

· LEITH LIVES
DRAWINGS BY ALAN WATSON
Photographs recording the changes
Includes portraits of life aboard a whaling wrought on Edinburgh's port since the
vessel.
turn of the century.
3-24Feb
19 Feb-26 March
Moo-Sat 10.30 am-5.30 pm
. Mon-Fri 9 am-8.30 pm; Sat 9 am-1 pm

souRNE FINE ART GALLERY
557 4050

SCOTTISH WATERCOWURS AND
OILS

Exhibition of works from the gallery's
stock.
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm;
Sat 10 am-1 pm

RNE ART SOCIETY
6682019

BRUNTON THEATRE

The first is a monoogue by Chekhov
featuring a henpecked husband
addressing his wife's school for girls. The
second is a holiday camp farce by Joe
£1.50/£1
Orton.
Until Sat 24 Feb
ELECTRA
Sophocles' 2400 year tragedy perlormed 7.30pm
by EUTC.
· £4.25 (£3)
Tue 20-Sat 24 Feb.
7.30pm.
PLAYHOUSE
£31£2.501£2.
GREENSIDE PL
5572590 ·

4 DUNDAS ST

QUEEN'SHAU

OPEN EYE GALLERY

2259873

NATIONAL UBRARY
· OF SCOTLAND

GALLERY
BLACKFRIARS ST

2 FORREST ROAD

ROYAL LYCEUM

KING'S
2 LEVEN STREET

snoULD I BE AFRAID To TRusT

75 CUMBERLAND ST

REPOMAN
Feb 25, 6.45 pm GST

1.55 pm , 4.55 pm, 7.55 pm

3. GHOSTBUSTERS D

4472660

snus GALLERY

43 CANDLEMAKER ROW

2. PARENTHOOD

except Cinema 3 at 8 pm.

THEATRE

THE MOUND

DEAD RINGERS
Feb 22, 8.40 pm GST

£1. 75 student concessions all performances

6.30 pm, 8.30 pm Sun

GRASS MARKET

I. SEA OF LOVE
2.05 pm, 5.05 pm, 8.05 pm

A DRY WHITE SEASON
.2.30 pm, 4.40 pm, 6.40 pm and 9 pm.

2. OLIVER AND COMPANY

1. TOUCH OF EVIL
8.30pmSun

SCANNERS
Feb 22, 6.45 pm GST

2293030

DOMINION
1. PARENTHOOD
2.15 pm, 5.15 pm, 8.15 pm

Birth, death, sex, kids games and adult
secrets are seen through the eyes of a
sensitive nine-year-old.
2.30 pm, 4.30 pm, 6.30 pm, 8.30 pm Sat

LOTHIAN ROAD

CAMEO

NEWBATTLE TER

2. LE GRAND CHEMIN

557 0436

Matinee concessions £/.00 Mon-Fri with
matric card. Early evening concessions
£2.00. Main evening £2.80. No
concessions on Saturdays.

1. HIGH WIND IN JAMAICA

2.00pm Sat
ROSALIE GOES SHOPPING
5.15 pm, 7.00 pm, 8.45 pm Sat

CANNON

FILMSOC
60 PLEASANCE

137 GEORGE STREET

·THE scomsH GALLERY
94 GEORGE ST

225 5~ .

THE DECADE AHEAD
d
The gallery try to predict painters an
craftworkers who may gain greater
recognition in the near future.
Until27Feb
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm; Sat 10 am-4 pm

GAlLERY OF MODERN ART
220 6370

~~~~~~--~~~

BELFORD ROAD

556 89!!

CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
t
Including works by Richard Evrich, R. C. ' GWENHARDffi
Artist .trained in glasgow and Berlin bes
Booth and Edward Bowden . ·
known for her paintings of females.
Untii27Feb
14 Feb-18 March
Mon-Fri 9.30 am-5.30 pm;
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm; Sun 2-5 pm.
Sat 10 am-1 pm·.

Stude~t
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QUEEN'S HALL 668 2019

MUSIC
OBLOMOV 220 0054

THURSDAY
THE BROTHERS
Rockers.

PRESERVA TIQN HALL 226 3816

THURSDAY

DELAMITRI
It's happening for the Glasgow boys
after finally reaching the charts. Support
from Thee Amazing Colossal Men.

THE VENUE 557 3073

FRIDAY

LEITH ASSEMBLY ROOMS

THURSDAY
THE GRASS HARPS
Free; 9.45 pm

THURSDAY
LUNCHTIME CONCERT
The Leda Piano Trio, playing Beethoven
and Leighton ..
l.lOpm, Reid Coocert Hall

SUNDAY
A GUY CALLED GERALD
A musical extravaganza! with Kiss AMC
and the Ruthless Rap Assassins. The
first act comes on at 7 pm. £8.00.

KING'S BUILDING
LUNCHTIME TALK
"1992 and European Integration - High
Tech Collaboration"
With Dr Molina, PICT
1.1<¥n, 6th floor common roan JCMB.

"LE BUGlE CON LE GAMBE
LUNGE"
It means 'lies have loog legs', and if you
want to know more, go along to the latest
Italian Department Play - free wine at
the interval. Also Friday 23rd.
7.30prn, Adam House Theatre

BUNAC
Video and talk for those wanting to go to
the States with BUNACAMP or KAMP
this summer.
7pm, 51st State, Teviot.

FRIDAY

· CLUBS
THURSDAY
'FREEDOM
Music to dance away those essay blues.
Wilkie House, Cowgate (between the
Pelican and Sneaky Pete's)
10.30prn-3ap~

£1.50

SHAG
Two floors-worth for your money
The Missioo, Victoria Street, & Shady
Ladl's, Cowgate
llpm- 3am
£2/£1.50 (take matric cards}

FRIDAY
BARRIO NEGRO
The promised mix of Latin, jazz and soul
is proving increasingly popular .
Network 2, Tollcross
10.30pm-4am
£2

SATURDAY
DEVIL MOUNTAIN
The last of the weekly spots for this
great club - get there early as it's been
pretty busy, right into those early hours.
Music by Julian, Fred ... and Timmy the
dog.
Fruitmarket Galleries, Market Street
llpm-Sam
£3

MAMBO CLUB
Becoming steadily busier, this club
provides an African beat to the weekend.
Network 3, Tollcross
10.30pm-3am
£2.50/£2

WEDNESDAY
BREATHLESS
The place to be on a Wednesday night
Music from those lovely people at
Potterrw.
8pm-lam
Ponerrow Union, Mandela Centre
SOp/£ I Bring Matric Card

THE DEEP ·
SPANISH HARLEM
Lots of House.
Wiikie House, Cowgate
10.30prn-3am
£3

EU CHAMBER CHOIR
Mustc fr001 Tavemer, Josquin and
Monteverdi.
7.4Spm, McEwan Hall
#

ALTERNATIVE
ENTERTAINMENTS COMPANY
A Cabaret in aid of Rornarua, mwic and
comedy, including the Panna-Violents
Spm, Pleasance

THURSDAY
PALE SAINTS
With a new LP astounding everybody
everywhere (!) this should be a pretty
busy night .

STEVE MARRIOT AND THE NEXT LOOP & WORLD DOMINATION
BAND
ENTERPRISES
A flailing bowl cut, lots of hair in the air
, He used to be in the Small Faces and he
night. Asbestos Lead, Asbestos!
plays the blues. About £3-£3.50 or
something.

NEGOCIANTS 225 6313

EVENTS

THURSDAY

Why not have an early start to the
weekend?
Tbe Mission, Victoria St
10.30pm-3am
£2

GIG GUIDE

ridiculously overrated and mooumentally
boring Loop are at the Venue on Friday,
-b·- proving how it is possible to rip Gff the
Stephen Barna Y Stooges and still be completely
uninteresting. All you have to do is take
These are great aays for gig guide a riff from the out-takes of No Fun, slow
writers. Having succeeded in getting both it down and play it or ten minutes, with
the wrong date and the wrong venue for
some trippy sounding vocals and sound
the Fini Tribe a fortnight ago and failing
affects thrown in. Then give your records
to hand in a gig guide at all last week, I
crap names like A Gilded Etrenity. Still,
am rewarded by having only four gigs to
it should be worth the money to see the
try and negotiate safely this week. Tricky wonderfully tuneless World Dominatioo
buggers, dates and venues.
Enterprises.
Nothing much will happen when
Finally, there should be a night of
.Del Arnitri play the Queen's Hall on
acid dancing, hip-hopping frenzy at the
Thursday, but quite a lot probably will at
Leith Assembly Rooms on Sunday with
the Venue, where the Pale Saints are
A Guy Called Gerald, Kiss AMC, and
playing that very same night, hot on the
Ruthless Rap Assassins. Then again,
heels of their much vaunted new album
there might not.
The Comforts of Madness. The
Saturday's entertainment should
definitely include the Tea-Dance at the
Assembly Rooms (3pm, £1.50). A nice
Moy~ Wilkie civilised way to avoid the Princes St
crowds. Speaking of crowds (and
.
.
queues), have you all managed to get
.Frrst things first. !he IM:st
your Jason Donovan tickets? (Row F
entertamm~t all week w~ be nght under please, optimum screaming distance).
most people s noses - tomght, at. Pollock. They were outside the Playhouse fran
Yup, .tu~ up for a ~-filled. evemng
Spm on Friday, sleeping bags and flasks
(adrmss1on fr~, bnng matnc card), watch of hot choccy, and worried Mums
the odd slangmg match (MDCB ~ SWSS, checking every half-hour. Devotion to the
put your bets oo at Ladbrokes this
cause or what .
. afteJ?1ooo), vo~ M~dela for Honorary
Other exciting things to do this
week include testing your artistic skills
President, and if you~ really keen,
maybe you'l:l take an ~~rest m the .
at the Life Drawing aasses being held
ReCall Mouon. Yes, 1t s GM ume agam. in the Art College on a Tuesday and
if
f
How much do you love/hate our
£2)
· sabbaticals (not forgetting the External
Wedne.sday (7 -9p?J:
· 0 r . you pre er,
make ume for a VISit to the Filmhouse for
. of Th e Accused
Convener)? Come along and have your
anoth er s h owmg
say.
(Monday and Tuesday). If you've never
If that isn't enough excitement for
seen it, you should be ashamed of
one week, those wacky people at the
yourself, and even if you have, it's well
AEC are putting on a cabaret in aid of
worth another view.
Romania. (8pm, Friday, Pleasance). The
But if you can find time in this
wonderfully named comic duo Parmabusy schedule, try the Central library for
Violents are making their debut
the "Leith Lives" exhibition. It shows the
appearance. Only £1 - not even enough
changes to the port since the turn of the
for a pint of cider and black, and all for a
century. Not to be missed.(!)
good cause

LUNCHTIME CONCERT
Richard PilliQer from St Mauhews in
Croydon.
l.lOpm, Reid Hall

SATURDAY
4TH EDINBURGH PEACE
FESTIVAL
Assembly Rooms, George Street
NATO-HAS IT A FUTURE?
10.30- 12.30, Music Hall, £1
INTERFAITH WORKSHOPS
lOam - 6pm, Powder Room
GLOBAL CO-OPERATION
!lam - 1pm, East Retiral Room

IRELAND
1.30 - 4.30pm, Music Hall, £2
TEA DANCE
3pm, Ballroan, £1.50
GALA CONCERT
Entertainment from around the world
Spm-midnight, Concert Hall, £!.50/2.50

Music from Haydn, Harper, Harris and
Falla. Cooductor Edward Harper,
Soloists John Kimbell and Christopher
Field.
7.30pm, Reid Concert Hall
£3/2 on the door.

VESELI MUZIKI
A Kiev folk ensemble, straight from the
USSR, just starting their UK tour.
Spm,Music Hall, Assembly Rooms

Bible Study- "Power to Build or Power
to Destroy"
l.IOpm, Seminar Room A, New College

EU FOOTBALL SUPPORTERS
ASSOCIATION

EU CONSERVATIVE &
UNIONIST ASSOCIATION

EU CHRISTIAN UNION
"Social Responsibility -Loving Your
Neighbour?"
Tea & worship with Bill Chalmers
6.30pm, Chaplaincy Centre

TV GUIDE
Thomas Hiney
Songs of Praise comes from Parliament
this Sunday (BBC I, 6.40). 'Parts of the
Palace of Westminster and customs
never televised before are explored and
explained.' ..... like conscience, humility
and forgiveness. At least there won't be
any self congratulation, ot only a little
bit when the 'Mother of Parliaments' is
described as having been a model for the
emerging democracies in Eastern
Europe. Worth watching to see Virginia
Bottemley smile that smile that would
make stone cringe when she explains to
presenter John Cole just how she

By Sludenu of the Faculty ol Music
1.1 Opm, Retd Coocen Hall

EU LABOUR CLUB
Brian Duncan, atiooal Secretarey of teh
Campaign for a Scouish Assembly will
be speaking on the Scouish
Cautitutiooal Convention.
6pm, Chaplaincy Centre

THE MODERN ART SOCIETY
Life Drawing Gasses every Tuesday and
Wednesday. Bring Materials
7-9pm, Top Floor, Hunter Building, Art
College, Lauriston Place, £2.

EU FOOTBALL SUPPORTERS
ASSOCIATION
Beer and Slciules Evening
Tel Ronnie (667 -9770) for details.

EU FOLK CLUB
9pm, Pleasance

WEDNESDAY
CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
Interdenornination I Service of Holy

EU CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

MONDAY
SCOTTISH CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT

Tynecastle Tour. Meet at the north side
of Bristo Square(l.RT Bus-Stop No 12)
atl.30pm

LU 'CHTNE CO.' ERT

Ipm, Teviot Middle Reading R0001

COOlmwUOO.
l.IOpm, Chaplaincy Centre

BAHA'I SOCIETY
"In Search of Nivana" -a slide how of a
Quest in the llimalayas, by a
professional photographer.
l.30pm, Chaplaincy Centre

JAZZ & BLUES NIGHT
live Band, and Happy Hour from 8 9pm.
The Pleasance Bar

EU ANIMAL RIGHTS/
STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT
Video and discussion - religion and our
attitdes to animals. All religious/ nonreligious people welcome.
7pm, Chaplaincy Centre

TUESDAY
FRENCH SOC LUNCH

HOLISM

All welcome for brie, baguettes, and
beaucoup de vin.
I pm, French Dept Basement, 60 George
Square

What? Why? How? - an approach to life
Come and fmd out mor... a talk by James
Hawkins
7 .30-9pm, Chaplaincy Centre

accommodates her Christian faith with
working for a government whose only
prayers are to mammon. Not unamu~ing
that one of the hymns chosen should be
'Immortal Invisible"; certainly invisible,
possibly Conservative. Perhaps it was
chosen by Chris Patten, that crusading
Secretary of State for the Environment
who also tries to say 'love' with a straight
face. Later, if you 're set isn't in too bad
a condition, having been thrown into the
street from five stories after the camera
had zoomed in on one of Thatcher's
'Amens', do watch 'Land of the Eagle".
Tracing the natural and indigenous history of North America, and how it was
changed (destroyed) after the first arrival of English settlers at Chesepcake
Bay. 'The natives believed that man

belonged to the land: The settler
believed the land belonged to man'. At a
time when newspapers, televisions and
Student Union notice boards are full of
abstract environmental moaning. it is
refreshing to be offered palpable alternatives. It is anthropology and morality
rather than technology or other expedients that are going to go·any way to
solving global problems. A whole shift
in mentality is needed, horizons beyond
buying ozone-friendly deodorant, and it
is ignorance rather than selfishness that
is still preventing such a shift.
Meanwhile Channel Four has found
what it hopes will be the true heir to the
Tube. Called 'Rock Steady' and starting
on Tuesday, it is being promoted as "A
rock music show for grown-ups·· .
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·HERE can be few
more daunting jobs
than following in the
footsteps of Michael Forsyth
MP. Yet that is precisely the
task Ian Lang, MP for Galloway and Upper Nithsdale
and a Scottish Office minister
for over three years, has had
to do. For since Michael Forsyth was appointed Chairman of the Scottish Conservative Party last summer, I an
Lang has been the Scottish
Office Minister responsible
for education. Many commentators have observed a
significant change in style as
far as government policies for
secondary education are concerned. It was in an attempt
to find out whether this more
conciliatory
approach
extended to higher education
that I recently interviewed
MrLang.

T

When I asked him for his reaction to the graduate tax scheme
pproposed by the Committee of
Vice Chancellors and Principals
(CVCP) as an alternative to the
Government's student loans
scheme, it seems fair to say that he
had certain reservations about it.
He was , however, "clearly
delighted that the CVCP now
seemed to be accepting the principle that students should be given
the choice of taking out a loan of
£420 as well as paying something
towards the cost of their education once they graduated." The
·Secretary of State for Education,
Mr John Macgregor, would, he
said, "study the proposals of the
CVCP". Mr Lang fully agrees
. with Mr Macgregor "that a
graduate tax based on nationar
insurance contributions was not a
satisfactory method of making
students pay for their education."
The Government's student
:loans scheme, he maintained, will
"proceed as planned despite the
banks' withdrawal." Students'
threats to the banks, he conceded,
has made its implementation
At this point I wanted to know seemed anxious to dismiss ·the
more difficult, "but th·e real losers his reaction to the claim of Ms · charge that fewer students would
are students, since the whole Donna MacKI·nnon (the Pres1"dent · stud y m
· Sco tl an d m
· th e fu ture b y
advantage of the loans scheme has of NUS Scotland) that 4 year · st ress·n
1 g th a t th ere were currentIy
been undermined by students course students in Scotland would· three year courses on offer in
threatening to remove their b 61 01
scot1and , and longer courses
accounts., The withdrawal of the
e 10 worse off than those doing
banks means that it will be more · three year courses in England, available in England.
assuming a 6% rate of inflation.
difficult for students to take out a Not unnaturally for a Govern"The Scottish higher educat1"on.
loan, since they will now have to ment minister, he commented system is expanding", the Minis: fill in forms from their colleges, that a 6% rate of inflation was ter said, "with 25% of students
instead of being able to apply for a "unacceptable and the Govern- attending a Scottish university
loan from their local bank. Stu- ment was trymg
·
to 1ower that coming from England." He d1"d
·dent loans are, in his view, an figure.,
not believe that a top-up loans
, acceptable alternative source of.
scheme would alter this situation,
funding for higher education,
since graduates earned £3,000
which will still account for only 7He conceded, however, that more per annum than non-:
10% of its cost. But money, those students whose courses took · graduates and he felt it "not
nonetheless, will be saved, for the. that extra year would have to bor-· unreasonable" that students
taxpayer, for students and for. . row more than their three year should be expected to pay someparents.
contemporaries. Nevertheless, he thing to fund their education.

With Student Loans in the Political
Spotlight and Tory Gloom in Scotland,
· Jeff Sin ton spoke to Ian Lang, Scottish
Education Minister, about his thoughts
on both.
It seems dear that a change of
government style or policy
towards higher education in Scotland will not be forthcoming - the
:hard-line of Forsyth looks set to
continue.
As far as veterinary education
in Scotland is concerned, he was
delighted that the Glasgow vet
school has been saved, thanks to
. Malcolm Rifkind's hard fighting
. on its behalf. He was grateful for
the thanks the Scottish Office had
received from the vet schools and
r(!affirmed his committment that
·students should pay for part of
.their tuition fees. This idea is to be
.part of a general trend of looking
for alternative sources to fund
higher education,_given the Gov-

ernment's commitment to higher
education .
The Conservative Party's fortunes have fluctuated since the
1987 General Election , and it had
at one point, fallen into third
place in the opinion polls in Scotland
behind
the
Scottish
Nationalist Party. In the light of
recent opinion polls which once
again put the Scottish Conservative Party in second place, I asked
Mr Lang about the his Party's
electoral prospects in the forthcoming regional elections in Scotland. In reply , he said that "the
Party's chances are good", since
support for the Conservatives is
now coming back and there was
"evidence of a mood of buoyancy
among Party officials and
activists", now that alternati'{.e
proposals to the community
charge had been revealed by the.
Labour Party in Scotland.
"The Labour Party's Roof Tax
was," he said, " horrendously
unfair, since fewer people would
pay the tax, with just householders paying a tax which was
related to the capital value of the
house ." He had no doubt that a
broadly based tax - the community charge - was a fairer method of
paying for local government, with
rebates of up to 80% , linked to·
ability to pay.
It is quite clear that the proposed rate revaluation for Scotland
just before the last General Elec-,
tion was the start of Conservative
unpopularity. The Government's
community charge has alienated·
the voters of Scotland and the lack
of an alternative from the Labour
Party to divert attention from the
poll tax proposals has only added
to electoral problems. The
Labour Party has rejected the
proposal of a local income tax
favoured by the Democrats and
Nationalists, and has instead
come up with the Roof Tax.
Based on the property value ~f
houses , this gave Mr Lang hiS
chance to attack.
"It is highly unfair that the
Labour Party's Roof Tax would
be based upon what a council official believes a house is worth - a
single pensioner would pay the
same as four adults living next
door." It is also unsatisfactory, he
continued, that this tax would be
based on revaluation of property
fluctuations each year, and furthermore, absurd that the price of
an Aberdeen house , for example,
and consequently the town's R~of
Tax, should be related to the pnce
of oil in Rotterdam .
· At the end of the interview' I
.was left in doubt that the Govem·
ment's loan Bill would go ahead
unaltered despite its reluctance to
amend it. It does not appear that
· Ian Lang will change the approach
favoured by Michael Forsyth. ~e
Government attitude towar
higher education in Scotlan
looks set to remain the same.
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